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Circle of Grace 
Safe Environment Training 

Philosophy 
What is a Circle of Grace? 

The Catholic Church teaches that God has created each of us as unique and special. 

Genesis 1:27 tells us that we are created “male and female in God’s image” and that 

God saw this as “very good.” In that goodness, we are meant to respect ourselves 

and everyone else as persons created and loved by God. 

Adults assist children to recognize God’s love by helping them to understand that 

each of us lives and moves in a Circle of Grace. You can imagine your own Circle of 

Grace by putting your arms above your head then circle down in front of your body 

including side to side. This circle, front to back, holds who you are in your body and 

through your senses.  It holds your very essence in mind, heart, soul, and sexuality. 

Why is it important to help our children understand the Circle 

of Grace? 

God intends our relationships in life to be experiences of divine love. Respectful, 

nurturing, loving relationships increase our understanding of our own value and help 

us to love others. It is never too early to help children understand how very special 

they are and how relationships in life are called to be sacred. Understanding this can 

help them to protect the special person they are and to be respectful of others. 

Adults, as they strive to provide a safe and protective environment, hold the 

responsibility to help children understand and respect their own dignity and that of 

others. A truly safe and protective environment is one where children recognize when 

they are safe or unsafe and know how to bring their concerns, fears, and uncertainties 

to the trusted adults in their lives. 

How is the Circle of Grace Program different from other protection programs? 

According to research, one in four girls and one in seven boys will be sexually 

abused by age eighteen.1 Many protection programs focus on “stranger danger,” 

however, up to ninety percent of the time the perpetrator is a relative, family friend 

or other person known to the child/young person. Circle of Grace goes beyond just 

protection by helping children understand the sacredness of who they are and how 

to seek help through their relationships with trusted adults. 
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Goal of the Circle of Grace Program 

Grades K-12 

The goal of the Circle of Grace program is to educate and empower children 

and young people to actively participate in a safe environment for 

themselves and others. 

Objectives of the Circle of Grace Program 

Grades K-12 

 Children/Young People will understand they are created by God and live

in the love of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
 Children/Young People will be able to describe the Circle of Grace which God

gives each of us.
 Children/Young People will be able to identify and maintain appropriate

physical, emotional, spiritual, and sexual boundaries.

 Children/Young People will be able to identify all types of boundary violations.

 Children/Young People will demonstrate how to take action if any boundary is

threatened or violated.

1 www.usccb.org, or http://nccanch.acf.hhs.gov 
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Summary of the Key Concepts of “Circle of Grace” 

God gives each of us a Circle of Grace (see below) where He is always “Present”: 

Raise your hands above your head, and then bring your outstretched 

arms slowly down. 

Extend your arms in front of you and then behind you embrace 

all of the space around you slowly reach down to your feet. 

Know that God is in this space with you.  This is your Circle of Grace; 
you are in it. 

God is “Present” because He desires a relationship with us 

 God is with us when we are happy and sad. God does not cause bad things

to happen to us. He loves us very much.

 God desires to help us when we are hurt, scared or confused (unsafe).

 Having faith may not take away all of life’s struggles. It is because of these

struggles, God promised to always “be present”; providing guidance and

comfort in our time of need.

God helps us know what belongs in our Circle of Grace 

 Our feelings help us know about ourselves and the world around us.
 God helps us know what belongs in our Circle of Grace by allowing us to experience 

peace, love or contentment when something or someone good comes into our Circle of 
Grace 
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God helps us know what does not belong in our Circle of Grace 

 God desires to help us when we are hurt, scared or confused (unsafe).

 The Holy Spirit prompts (alerts) us that something does not belong in our

Circle of Grace by giving us “a funny or uncomfortable feeling” that

something is not safe. This feeling is there because God wants us to be safe.

God helps us know when to ask for help from someone we trust 

 God gives us people in our lives to help us when we are troubled or struggling

with a concern.

 God wants us to talk to trusted grownups about our worries, concerns or

funny/ uncomfortable feelings so they can help us be safe.
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Circle of Grace Vocabulary K-12 

Words introduced in Kindergarten 

Children of God: All people are made and loved by God. 

Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God which always surrounds me and all 

others. 

Feelings: Something I sense inside myself (e.g. angry, sad, happy, afraid, 

embarrassed, confused, excited, peaceful, etc.) which gives me 

information about others or myself. 

Grace: The gift of God’s goodness and love to help me live as his child. 

Holy: Special because of a connection with God. 

Holy Spirit: God present with and within me. The Holy Spirit helps me to remember 

that I belong to God.  The Holy Spirit helps me to experience and live God’s 

love. 

Respect: Being kind to others and doing what’s best for myself and others because 

I honor all people as Children of God. 

Safe: I am safe when my body and my feelings are respected by me and by others. 

Safe Touch: Touch that respects others and me. 

Secret: A secret is something I know but do not tell. 

Safe Secret: A secret is safe when it does not hurt others or me. 

Unsafe Secret: A secret is unsafe when I think that someone, including me, 

might be hurt or get in trouble if I do not tell. 

Signal: A sign that tells me something may be safe or unsafe.  This may be internal or 

external. 

Stoplight: A traffic light (red, yellow, green) that is a visual signal for keeping 

vehicles and people safe. 

Trust: Being able to count on someone to help me to stay safe within my Circle of Grace. 

Trusted Adult: A grown‐up who helps me to stay safe in my Circle of Grace and to 

respect others within their Circle of Grace. 

Unsafe: Anything that causes harm to myself or others. 

   Unsafe Touch: Touch that is disrespectful and hurts, scares, or 

makes me feel uncomfortable or confused. 

Words Introduced in First Grade 

Symbol: A picture or object that stands for something else. 

Words Introduced in Second Grade 

No new words. 
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Words Introduced in Third Grade 

Boundary: The borders or limits we need to keep ourselves safe within our Circle of 

Grace. 

Treasured: We are so unique and precious that we could not be replaced in God’s eyes. 

Violate: To break a law, promise, or boundary. 

Words Introduced in Fourth Grade 

Social Media/Networking 

Blog: An online journal. Personal stories or thoughts can be posted as in a personal 

journal. 

This is a public journal that anyone can access. 

Chat Room: The name given to a place or page in a website or online service where 

people can chat with each other by typing messages which are displayed 

almost instantly on the screens of others who are in the chat room. 

Instant Messaging (IM): Technology similar to that of chat rooms which notifies a 

user when a person is online allowing them to converse by exchanging text 

messages. 

Location Application: An application used in phones to find a location of a popular 

spot (restaurant, park etc.). People use the application to check in and it 

broadcasts the location to all of their friends. 

Micro Blogging: This service allows users to give updates about what they are 

doing in less than 140 characters 

Social Networking Service and Websites: These services and websites 

are used to communicate with (a person) or search for 

information about (a person). 

Video Sharing Service: This service allows users to watch videos posted by 

others and to upload videos of their own. 

Other Terms 

Cyber Bullying: Use of the internet, cell phone or other electronic device to send or 

post texts or images intended to hurt or embarrass another person. 

E‐mail: Electronic mail. Sending/ receiving a type written message from one screen to 

another. 

Flaming: Sending a deliberately confrontational message to others on the internet. 

Inappropriate Material: Pictures or words on the internet that makes one feel 

uncomfortable, scared, or that intentionally degrades a human person. 

Netiquette: Courteous, honest, and polite behavior practiced on the internet. 

Personal Contact Information: Information that allows an individual to be contacted 

or located in the physical world, i.e. a telephone number or an address. 
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Phishing: An identity theft scam in which criminals send out spam that imitates the 

look and language of legitimate correspondence from e‐commerce sites. 

The fake messages generally link to websites that are similarly faked to 

look like the sites of respected companies. On the sites, users are directed 

to enter their personal information for authentication or confirmation 

purposes. The information, when submitted, goes to the thieves not to the 

“spoofed” company. 

Pop Up: A term for unsolicited advertising that appears as its own browser window. 

Predator: Someone who uses the internet to obtain personal information about others 

with the intent to do harm. 

Smart Phone: Is a mobile phone that offers advanced features like the internet, a 

camera and applications such as games and special interest information. 

Texting: Sending a short text (typed) message between cell phones or other handheld 

devices. 

Webcam: A front facing video camera that attaches to a computer or is built into a 

laptop. 

Words Introduced in Fifth Grade 

Media: Mass communication formats (music, TV, magazines, movies, videos, 

internet, computer games, books, advertisements, news, newspapers, radio, 

etc.) which provide education, information, entertainment, and advertising. 

Inappropriate Media: Images or words, spoken or written, that 

makes one feel uncomfortable, scared, or that intentionally 

degrade a human person. 

Words Introduced in Sixth Grade 

Admiration: A feeling of high regard or sense of awe. 

Dream: A hope or aspiration which we imagine will 

become real. Empathy: The ability to understand the 

feelings of another person. Healthy: That which is sound 

and vigorous in mind, body, and spirit. Relationship: A 

connection with God or others. 

Response: Something said or done as a reaction or answer. 

Talent: A special God‐given ability or gift. 

Value: A principle standard or quality considered desirable. 

Violation: A break or infringement of another person’s rights. 

Words Introduced in Seventh Grade 

Bullying: Any deliberate aggressive act, by a person or group, with the intent to 

inflict harm (physical or emotional) on another person. 
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Bystander: Someone who witnesses the bullying. They can have a negative or 

positive influence on the bullying behavior. 

Cyber Bullying: The use of the internet, cell phones or other electronic devices to 

send or post texts or images intended to hurt or embarrass another person. 

Disrespect: Treating with rudeness, insult, or lack of respect. 

Words Introduced in Eighth Grade 

Conscience: The gift from God that helps us to know the difference between right and 

wrong. 

Modesty: The virtue that respects, honors, and protects privacy: the quality of 

avoiding extremes of emotion, action, dress, and language. Modesty 

respects my boundaries and the boundaries of others. 

Morality: The way we put our beliefs into action for good. 

Sexuality: Everything that makes us female or male. This includes feelings, attitudes, 

values, relationships, and ideas. 

Words Introduced in Ninth Grade 

Exploit: To take unfair advantage of someone/some situation in order to get some 

benefit. 

Forced Isolation: When someone forces/pressures another to be separated from 

others in order to gain control. 

Secrecy: The condition of being hidden or concealed. The habit or practice of keeping 

secrets or maintaining privacy or concealment. 

Sexting: Sexually explicit images or text messages sent by way of a phone. There may 

be legal consequences if one or both persons involved are minors. 

Unequal Power: When one person has more power in a relationship. This can be in 

the area of age, size, position, resources, status or knowledge. 

Words Introduced in Tenth Grade 

Boundary: A border or limit that helps keep us safe and separate from another 

person or entity. Boundaries help define relationships. They are either 

concrete (physical/visual/audio) or abstract (emotions/beliefs/internal 

guidelines/rules). 

Circle of Virtue: Our response to the invitation of God’s grace by cultivating 

goodness and virtue in our lives. 
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Words Introduced in Eleventh Grade 

Freely Chosen Violations: Every person is responsible for those violations they 

freely choose and know are wrong. We should never blame or accuse 

persons who are victims of abuse and manipulated or exploited in 

unequal relationships. 

Moral Responsibility: As we grow into mature adults, we must take greater 

responsibility for protecting ourselves and others from violations of God’s 

plan for our spiritual, sexual, and moral lives. 

Offender: Someone who exhibits behaviors for the sole purpose of putting another 

person in a vulnerable position to be exploited/abused. 

Survivor: A person who not only lives through but thrives despite abuse, 

affliction, or adversity. 

Victim: A person who has suffered injury/harm (physical or emotional) by forces 

beyond his or her control and not of his or her personal responsibility. 

Words Introduced in Twelfth Grade 

No new words.  
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Leader Guidelines Kindergarten- Grade 2 

 A Leader is defined as clergy, administrator, director of religious

education/formation, youth minister, teacher, or catechist who has been

trained to teach the Circle of Grace Program.

 Every leader should read the Philosophy, Goals and Key Concepts to better

understand and prepare to teach the Circle of Grace. The Key Concepts review

the essence of the curriculum, that God is always present in our Circle of

Grace and desires an intimate relationship with His children.

 The time frame may vary depending on size of class, age of children,

amount of discussion, etc.

 Vocabularies with definitions are intended for the leader. The explanation of

vocabulary should be integrated within the context of the lessons to assist the

children in their understanding of the Circle of Grace Program. The depth of

the children’s understanding will depend upon their age and developmental

stage. A master vocabulary list of the Circle of Grace Program is included in all

lesson plans. The pertinent vocabulary is listed in each lesson.

 The Red Light, Green Light, Activity may be adapted to a Happy, Neutral,

and Sad Face Activity if the leader believes the children have not been

exposed to a stoplight.

 If possible it is always “best practice” to have two adults in the room during

the lesson due to the sensitive nature of the material.

 Ongoing reinforcement of the concepts is encouraged throughout the year.

Hopefully, the language of Circle of Grace will become a part of a positive

culture of respect, care, and faith that will help protect our children and help

them to know what to do when they feel unsafe.

 Your Administrator or Religious Education Director will be sending a letter to

all parents regarding Circle of Grace. Lesson specific parent information should

be handed out as directed. The Parent Packet is included in the Program.

Every parish/school is encouraged to provide parent‐education opportunities

both to inform parents about the Circle of Grace program and to foster greater

communication in families.
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Leader Guidelines Grade 3-8 

 A Leader is defined as clergy, administrator, director of religious

education/formation, teacher, or catechist who has been trained to teach the

Circle of Grace Program.

 Every leader should read the Philosophy, Goals and Key Concepts to better

understand and prepare to teach the Circle of Grace. The Key Concepts review

the essence of the curriculum, that God is always present in our Circle of

Grace and desires an intimate relationship with His children.

 The time frame may vary depending on size of class, age of children,

amount of discussion, etc.

 Vocabularies with definitions are intended for the leader. The explanation of

vocabulary should be integrated within the context of the lessons to assist the

children in their understanding of the Circle of Grace Program. The depth of

the children’s understanding will depend upon their age and developmental

stage. A master vocabulary list of the Circle of Grace Program is included in all

lesson plans. The pertinent vocabulary is listed in each lesson.

 If possible it is always “best practice” to have two adults in the room during

the lesson due to the sensitive nature of the material.

 Ongoing reinforcement of the concepts is encouraged throughout the year.

Hopefully, the language of Circle of Grace will become a part of a positive

culture of respect, care, and faith that will help protect our children and help

them to know what to do when they feel unsafe.

 Your Administrator or Religious Education Director or Youth Minister

Director will be sending out a letter to all parents regarding Circle of Grace.

Lesson specific parent information should be handed out as directed. The

Parent Packet is included in the Program. Every parish/school is encouraged

to provide parent education opportunities both to inform parents about the

Circle of Grace program and to foster greater communication in families.
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Leader Guidelines 9-12
 Every leader should read the Philosophy, Goals and Key Concepts to better

understand and prepare to teach the Circle of Grace. The Key Concepts review

the essence of the curriculum, that God is always present in our Circle of

Grace and desires an intimate relationship with His children.

 The time frame may vary depending on size of class, age of young people,

amount of discussion, etc.

 Vocabularies with definitions are intended for the leader. The explanation of

vocabulary should be integrated within the context of the lessons to assist the

young people in their understanding of the Circle of Grace Program. The depth

of the young people’s understanding will depend upon their age and

developmental stage. A master vocabulary list of the Circle of Grace Program is

included in all lesson plans.  The pertinent vocabulary is listed in each lesson.

 If possible it is always “best practice” to have two adults in the room during

the lesson due to the sensitive nature of the material.

 The 9‐12 curriculum is formatted to be used in two ways:

 The traditional way: select one alternate

lesson to the identified for each grade.

 The second way: select any one of the alternate lessons to teach the class

or group by arranging the four alternate lessons for your parish high

school program. Leaders will need to keep a record of what lesson is

taught each year so that at the end of a four year cycle all four alternate

lessons have been presented.  See chart below

 Example:   Ongoing reinforcement of the concepts is encouraged throughout 

the year.  Hopefully, the language of Circle of Grace will become a part of a 

positive culture of respect, care, and faith that will help protect our young 

people and help them to know what to do when they feel unsafe.

 Your Administrator, Religious Education Director, or Youth Minister

Director will be sending out a letter to all parents regarding Circle of Grace.

Lesson specific parent information should be handed out as directed. The

Parent Packet is included in the Program. Every parish/school is encouraged

to provide parent education opportunities both to inform parents about the

Circle of Grace program and to foster greater communication in families.
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Suggested Chart for Programs that Combine Grades 

Kindergarten-Second Grade is the same lesson.  Research has 

shown that young children retain information through repetition. 

Grades 3-4 

Year One   

Grade 3 Lesson 

Year 2  

Grade 4 Lesson 

Year 3 

Grade 3 Lesson and so 

on… 

Grades 5-6 

Year One 

Grade 5 Lesson 

Year 2 

Grade 6 Lesson 

Year 3 

Grade 5 Lesson and so 

on… 

Grades 7-8 

Year  One 

 Grade 7 Lesson 

Year 2 

Grade 8 Lesson 

Year 3 

Grade 7 Lesson and so 

on… 

High School 9-12 Lessons may be 

taught in combined grades:  

Example 

Year One 

 Circle of Grace Again-Really? 

Year Two 

A.C.T.I.O.N. –Steps Needed When

Concerns Don’t Go Away 

Year Three 

Modesty: A Thing of the Past or Not? 

Year Four 

Tech Savy? Or Tech Safe? 

*High School:  Keep a

record of the order of

lessons implemented at

your parish.
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Kindergarten, Grade One, and Grade Two 

Circle of Grace Lesson 

Part I Introduction:  What is a Circle of Grace? 

This section complements the following Catholic teachings: 

* We are all Children of God

*As Children of God, we are unique and loved by Him

*Jesus teaches us how to love and respect God and others and self

*We are all called to do good

In this introduction, Children will come to understand and/or describe the concept of a 

Circle of Grace. 

Children will be able to: 

1. Demonstrate his/her own Circle of Grace.

2. Describe what makes a person’s Circle of Grace a holy space.

3. Identify the behaviors appropriate for the Circle of Grace.

Vocabulary for Introduction Activity. This activity should take 10 minutes. 

1. Children of God: All people are made and loved by God.

2. Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God that always surrounds me and all

others.

3. Grace: The gift of God’s goodness and love to help me live as his child.

4. Holy: Special because of a connection with God.

5. Holy Spirit: God present with and within me. The Holy Spirit helps me to remember

that I belong to God. The Holy Spirit helps me to experience and live God’s love.

6. Respect: Being kind to others and doing what’s best for myself and others because I

honor all people as Children of God.

7. Trust: Being able to count on someone to help me to stay safe within my Circle of

Grace.

Sometimes children reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in 

order to respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group 

environment. If this happens, tell the child, “Thank you for sharing that,  .  That 

sounds really important. I will talk to you about that later (at the end of class, at 

the break, as soon as humanly possible, etc.).” When this happens, be sure you talk 

to the child at your first opportunity and alert the administration. Remember that 

you are the responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 
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Opening Prayer 

Catechist calls class to prayer by asking children to quiet down and join in the Sign of the Cross. 

Then say together, (write on the board) 

Holy Spirit, show us the way. 

Be with us in all we think, do, and say. Amen. 

Catechist:  

1. Today we are going to learn about God’s love for us. (Show children the Circle of Grace

Symbol.)

2. This is a symbol for our Circle of Grace. It reminds us that God loves us and His love is

always around us. Everyone has a Circle of Grace.

 Introduction Activity ‐ Circle of Grace 

1. Where is our Circle of Grace and where are other people’s Circles of Grace?

2. Ask children to stand with enough room around them to fully extend their arms without

touching each other.

3. Give the following directions while modeling the desired actions:

a. Reach with both arms as high as you can over your head.

b. Circle your arms down on each side and bend down until you reach all the

way under your feet.

c. As you stand back up again, turn all the way around once as you raise your

arms back over your head.

4. This is the Circle of Grace that you live in.

5. Repeat steps a, b, and c to reinforce physical dimensions of Circle of Grace.

Discussion 

1. Now, we will talk about why it is important that we know about our Circle of Grace.

2. Jesus told us that he would always love us and always be with us. We are always in a

special, holy place because God loves us and wants to be our friend. That place is our

Circle of Grace. This is the place the Holy Spirit is with us and within us. This discussion of

God/Jesus as our friend helps explain that God desires a close relationship with each of us.

3. If we can remember that we are in a Circle of Grace, with God and surrounded by

God’s love, we will remember to behave with the respect for ourselves and for others

that is called for when we are in a holy place.
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Part II:  The Stoplight Activity: Feelings, Touch, and Secrets: 30 Minutes 

This section complements the following Catholic teachings: 

We are all Children of God 

As Children of God, we are unique and loved by Him 

Jesus teaches us how to love and respect God and others and self 

We are all called to do good 

Goal 

Children will be better able to identify safe and unsafe situations. 

Objectives 

Children will be able to: 

1. Understand that God does not want or cause bad things to happen to them

and that God is with them and for them even when they are hurting or sad.

2. Learn how to identify when someone comes into their Circle of Grace.

3. Be able to recognize safe and unsafe situations in a person’s Circle of Grace.

4. Distinguish between safe and unsafe secrets in a person’s Circle of Grace.

Vocabulary 

1. Feelings: Something I sense inside myself (e.g. angry, sad, happy, afraid,

embarrassed, confused, excited, peaceful, etc.) that gives me information

about others or myself.

2. Holy Spirit: God present with and within me in a special way. The Holy

Spirit helps me to remember that I belong to God. The Holy Spirit helps me to

experience and live God’s love.

3. Safe: I am safe when my body and my feelings are respected by me and by

others.

Safe Touch: Touch that respects others and me. 

4. Secret: A secret is something I know but do not tell.

Safe secret: A secret is safe when it does not hurt others or me. 

Unsafe secret: A secret is unsafe when I think that someone, including 

me, might be hurt or get in trouble if I do not tell. 

5. Signal: A sign that tells me something may be safe or unsafe. This may be

internal or external.

6. Stoplight: A traffic light (red, yellow, green) that is a visual signal for

keeping vehicles and people safe.

7. Trust: Being able to count on someone to help me to stay safe within my Circle

of Grace.
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8. Trusted Adult: A grown‐up who helps me to stay safe in my Circle of Grace and

to respect others within their Circle of Grace.

9. Unsafe: Anything that causes harm to myself or others.

Unsafe touch: Touch that is disrespectful and hurts, scares, or 

makes me feel uncomfortable or confused. 

Grade One Vocabulary Word 

Symbol: A picture or object that stands for something else. 

Materials Needed 

1. Large picture of a stoplight with all three colors visible ‐ red, yellow, and green

2. One set of red, yellow, and green circle cards

3. Feeling Faces Charts (see the end of the Grade 2 Lessons)

4. The Stoplight: Home Activity Sheet for Parents (see the end of the Grade 2

Lessons)

Getting Started 

We are now going to continue talking about words and actions that we like and don’t like in 

our Circle of Grace. We will also learn a new way to identify what doesn’t belong in our 

Circle of Grace. Discussion 

1. Show a large picture of a stoplight.

2. Review the meaning or purpose of a stoplight by asking:

a. Why do we have stoplights?  Pause for answers.

The purpose of a stoplight is to protect and keep people safe.

b. Where might you see a stoplight?

c. What does each color of the stoplight mean? (Add STOP, BE

CAREFUL, and GO AHEAD.)

It is important to begin the lesson by explaining that God does not want or cause bad 

things to happen. There will be children in every group who may have already 

experienced unsafe or hurtful situations. We want our children to understand that 

God is with them and for them even when they are hurting or sad. 
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Lesson Development 

Introduction 

1. Most of the time you know what is safe and good to allow in your Circle of

Grace. Sometimes, though, you need others who respect your Circle of Grace

to help you know what is safe and what is not. God has given each of us our

own kind of signals to help keep us safe and protected. Sometimes these

signals are called feelings. Our feelings are one of the main ways the Holy

Spirit helps to guide us.”

2. Introduce new vocabulary, “Safe”, “Unsafe touch”, “Feelings”, “Safe Secret”,

“Unsafe Secret”, and “Trusted Adult”.

3. Let’s review how the three colors of a stoplight can remind us of the signals

God gives us to help keep us safe and protected.

4. Green signal ‐ Means GO AHEAD. Some things are definitely safe. For

example, telling the truth, being kind and respectful, helping others, caring

about others, etc. You are also safe when others respect your body and feelings.

Could you name some other things that would always be safe to do or let

someone else do with you?

5. Red Signal ‐ Means STOP. Some things are unsafe and always mean trouble.

Be sure to spend some time reviewing general concepts of bullying. Ask the children

to define it and what does it look like etc. Some examples of bullying (being mean

on purpose), are lying, hitting, fighting, etc. Can you help me think of other

things that are never good to do or let someone do to you? When this

happens, tell someone that you trust like your mom, dad, leader, or other

trusted adult.

6. Yellow Signal ‐ Means BE CAREFUL. Sometimes you can’t tell if a

situation is safe or unsafe. You might feel confused or unsure about it.

These are like a yellow signal. It may seem like just a funny feeling in your

heart or tummy. When this happens, tell someone that you trust like your

mom, dad, leader, or other trusted adult.

The use of the word “signal” (instead of “light”) is intentional in order to point to 

the fact that a “signal” can be both internal and external. A “stoplight”, however, 

is only an external reality. 
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Activity ‐ Red Light, Green Light 

In a moment, I’m going to read you some very short situations. Please listen very 

closely to each situation. When I finish reading the situation, I am going to hold up 

a card with a signal color. Then, I will ask you if it is the right color card/signal for 

that story. Finally, I’ll ask you about the feelings that go with that signal and 

situation. (Refer to Feeling Faces chart as needed. See the end of the Grade 2 Lessons.) 

Leader reads a situation from the list below and holds up one of the colored 

signal cards. Leader then asks the following questions: 

Is this the right colored signal for this situation? Why or 

why not? How might you feel if you were in this 

situation? Why? 

What can these feelings tell you about whether or not a situation is safe? 

Read each situation aloud. Make sure to vary the order in which the green, red, 

and yellow situations are read. 

a. GREEN SITUATIONS

 Your mom or dad kisses you goodnight when you go to bed. (loved,

comforted).

 You are at the doctor and your mom is with you. The doctor checks

your body to make sure it is healthy (safe, secure, embarrassed).

 You see your brother crying and you ask if you can give him a hug (sad,

caring).

 Your grandmother/grandfather wipes your tears when you fall

down and hurt yourself (loved, comforted, safe).

 You tell the leader when you found ten dollars on the playground

and want to return it to its owner. (happy that you told).

The purpose of this activity is to help children learn how to identify dangerous and unsafe 

situations, feelings, and touch, but not to scare or shame them. Make sure to give clear and 

concise reasons why a situation falls into the green or yellow/red signal category. This is 

because for children, it may be sometimes hard to distinguish between red and yellow 

situations; take the example of a stranger coming up to them and asking for help. The 

children may be thinking it is “good” to help someone” but “bad” to talk to strangers. They 

cannot discern which one takes priority. The children need to be aware of their internal 

process of conflicting feelings which they might be experiencing. Children will learn that 

when possible they should always talk to a trusted adult before acting in a red or yellow 

situation. Remind children that there are always adults available to listen and talk.  

Children only need to ask a trusted adult for the time to talk. 
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b. YELLOW/RED SITUATIONS (Always talk to a trusted adult.)

 You are waiting for your parent to pick you up from school when

an older kid asks you to come over to the playground because he

wants to show you something cool (curious, confused).

 Your big brother’s friend wants you to wrestle with him. You don’t

want to because he is too rough and it makes you feel

uncomfortable (worried, anxious).

 You push someone out of line so you can be first (mad, selfish)

 During school a classmate tries to cheat from your test. They whisper

not to tell or they will beat you up (mad, anxious, pressured).

 You are at a family party. Someone asks you to sit on his/her lap, but

you don’t want to (pressured, mad, and unsure).

 Your friend’s big sister wants you to look at something on the

computer and you don’t want to do (pressured, confused).

Discussion 

Sometimes even secrets can give us a funny feeling in our heart or tummy. A safe 

secret is one that does not hurt others or me. A secret is unsafe when I think that 

someone, including me, might be hurt or get in trouble and I do not tell. A good 

way to decide if a secret is safe or unsafe is to ask ourselves, “Can this secret hurt 

me or someone else?” 

Leader reads a situation from the list below and holds up one of the colored signal cards. 

Situations: (Be sure to vary the order in which the green, red, and yellow situations are read.) 

GREEN 

 Your friend tells you, “I think Joey is cute,” and tells you to keep it a

secret (special, trusted).

 Your dad is planning a surprise birthday party for your mom

(happiness, excitement, anticipation).

 Your parents are planning a fun vacation but don’t tell you until the

summer

(surprised, loved).

RED/YELLOW (Always talk to a trusted adult.) 

 You notice that your older sister is on the computer late at night when

you get up to go to the bathroom. Your sister says not to tell anyone

because both of you will get into trouble (guilty, afraid of punishment).

This Section is on Secrets. Most offenders use secrecy as a tactic to control the child from 

telling about the abuse. It is important that the students understand the difference between a 

good secret and a bad secret.  This understanding could be key to them seeking help. 
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 You saw your babysitter drink some of your parents’ beer, but the

babysitter said not to tell (fear, worried).

 An adult you know asks you to go with him without asking permission

from your parents. He/she tells you that your parents won’t care if you

go with him/her, but, “Don’t tell your parents about our visit. They

won’t understand,” (unsure, funny feeling in your tummy or heart, curious).

 Someone touches you in a way that you don’t think is safe and

makes you feel uncomfortable ‐ even if the person says it is safe and

says, “This special time is between you and me,” (funny feeling in

your tummy, confused, etc.).

 You are in the store with your friend and their dad. Your friend tells

you, “Lets steal a candy bar, no one will know” (confused, worried,

maybe excited).

 Someone acts like your friend but then tries to get you to do something

you don’t want to do because you know it is wrong or because it makes

you feel confused or funny.  They say, “If you tell, I will tell everyone

that this was your idea,” (confused, funny feeling, trapped).

 Someone tells you that you will get into trouble if you tell the secret to

your mom and/or dad (leader, or other) (afraid of punishment).

If children are unsure, wrong, or you are seeing more than one color card held up for a 

given situation, stop and ask the following questions: 

 What do you think your mom or dad, leader, or pastor would say about
this situation?

 Would they think it is a red, green, or yellow signal? Why?
 How do we know if something is a red, green, or yellow signal situation?

Summarize Parts I and II: 

1. Review these definitions of feelings with the children.

a. They are not right or wrong, good or bad.

b. They may be God’s signals about what is going on in our lives.

2. We have talked about these situations as green, red, and yellow to help children know

how to respond and how to recognize their feelings as a way of deeper listening.

3. In Lesson 3, they will learn that sometimes they need to talk to trusted adults to help

them understand the meaning of these signals.

Following Part II You Close with this activity: 10-15 minutes-We are going to finish 

up with an activity. You will continue this activity at home with your parents. 
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Activity ‐ Identifying My Trusted Adults 

1. Can anyone name a person who loves you and helps you to stay safe?

Encourage the children to name adults in addition to their mom and dad.

2. List children’s responses on the board.

3. These are people whom you can ask to help you if you are unsafe or confused. We

call these people Trusted Adults.

4. Give each child a piece of paper and crayons or markers.

5. Instruct the children to think of one or two Trusted Adults besides mom or dad whom they

could ask for help.

6. Tell a person next to you the names of the Trusted Adults that you picked.

7. Have the children draw a picture of each of their Trusted Adults. Remind children that mom

and dad may be trusted adults even if they are not in the picture.

8. Attach the drawing to the Home Activity sheet for parents

9. Instruct the children to have their parents sign the Home Activity Sheet.

10. Remind the children to bring the Home Activity Sheet back to the classroom for the next

class. This is to ensure the parents know who their child picked as a trusted adult. Sometimes

children may pick someone who is not available or inappropriate.

Closing Prayer 

Thank you, God, 

for always being with me in my Circle of Grace. 

Thank you for the gift of the Holy Spirit 

who helps me know what is good. 

Thank you for giving me people who care about me 

and want me to be safe. 

Amen. 

(Optional) Tell the children you will close by singing a song called “This is Holy Ground” or 

“Prayer for Peace” or other appropriate song.
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Kindergarten, Grade One, and Grade Two Home Activities 

The Stoplight: Home Activity Sheet for Parents 

The goal of The Stoplight ‐ Feelings, Touch, and Secrets is to help children identify safe and 

unsafe situations/secrets. The children are now better able to understand that God does not want 

or cause bad things to happen to them, to understand that God is with them and for them even 

when they are hurting or sad. They will be able to identify when someone comes into their Circle 

of Grace and to recognize safe and unsafe touch in a person’s Circle of Grace. 

In this lesson, we use the analogy of a stoplight to connect a green signal with safe 

situations, a red signal with unsafe situations, and a yellow signal with situations in 

which a child might feel confused or unsure. We also used the stoplight analogy to 

discuss secrets. Most offenders use secrecy as a tactic to control the child from 

telling about the abuse.  It is important that the students understand the difference 

between a good secret and a bad secret. 

This understanding could be key to them seeking help. Sometimes it is hard for a 

child to distinguish between the yellow and red situations. When that happens, 

children need to talk to someone they trust like their parents, leader, or other 

trusted adult. Learning to be more aware of these signals helps children recognize 

them as one of the main ways the Holy Spirit helps to guide us. 

It is important for you as parents and guardians to reinforce this lesson at home 

with your child. You are encouraged to talk with your child about real situations in 

his or her everyday life and invite your child to identify whether the situations are 

green (GO AHEAD, this is safe), red (STOP, this is unsafe, always talk to a trusted 

adult before acting), or yellow (BE CAREFUL, always talk to a trusted adult before 

acting). 

Your support of the Circle of Grace Program is essential and very much 

appreciated as we strive to provide the safest possible environment for our 

children. 
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Kindergarten, Grade One, and Grade Two 

The Trusted Adult Home Activity Sheet for 

Parents 

The goal of  Safety Plan, is to ask children to name and draw a picture of trusted adults (in 

addition to their parents). Please ask your child to show you this drawing. If your child 

names someone you find inappropriate, please help him/her to identify someone else. 

Please contact these individuals to let them know you and your child 

have identified them as trusted adults. This can be done in person, by 

phone, or a letter. (Letter‐writing is a fun activity you can do with your 

child.) Being identified as a trusted adult will most likely make them 

feel honored as well as alert them to your safety plan for your child. 
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Grade 3  

Circle of Grace Lesson 

Introduction:  What is a Circle of Grace? 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

* Jesus is the Son of God

* God takes care of us and is always with us

*God created all human beings in His image and He saw this as very Good

*God calls us to a loving relationship with Himself and with others

*The Holy Spirit is the third person of the Blessed Trinity. He can be understood as the

love of the Father for the Son and the love of the Son for the Father

* The Holy Spirit helps us to live as Jesus did, making good choices

* God’s creation is to be respected and as Christians we accept responsibility to care for

it

*Jesus’ life is a model for our own

*God calls us to be responsible for our actions

*Understand the importance of serving others as Jesus did

* God teaches us to lead a healthy life and to make good choices

 Part I:  10 minutes 

In this introduction:  Children will come to understand the concept of a Circle of Grace. 

Leader calls class to prayer by asking children to quiet down and join in the Sign of the Cross. 

Then say together, 

Opening Prayer 

Holy Spirit, show us the way. 

Be with us in all we think, do, and say. Amen. 

Sometimes children reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in 

order to respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group 

environment. If this happens, tell the child, “Thank you for sharing that,  .  That 

sounds really important. I will talk to you about that later (at the end of class, at the 

break, as soon as humanly possible, etc.).” When this happens, be sure you talk to 

the child at your first opportunity and alert the administration. Remember that you 

are the responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 
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Lesson Development 

Catechist:   

Today we are going to discuss how God treasures all of us by giving each of us a Circle 

of Grace. 

Emphasize the following points: 

*We are made by God. We are all Children of God.

* We are all made by God and in His own image and likeness which means that we are

made for the purpose of loving God, ourselves, and others and doing good.

* God promised that as His children we will always be in His presence and surrounded

by His love (Circle of Grace). He promised this because He wants a close relationship

with each of us.

*Even when we are not in our family home, we are each still a member of our family

(belonging) and the love of our family goes with us.

* We belong to the family of God, so even when we are not in the church building, we

are always Children of God.

* God’s loving presence goes with us wherever we go.

*This constant loving presence of God is called “grace”. It is as though we carry our

own little church with us wherever we go.

Activity Circle of Grace 

1. Show the color Circle of Grace Logo. Ask the children what the various parts of the logo

represent

and guide them toward the conclusion that:

The dove represents God with us in the Person of the Holy Spirit.

*The figure represents a Child of God.

* The yellow circle represents Grace: the goodness and love of God that is always in us

and is surrounding us.

*The blue represents the world in which we live.
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Part II:  Boundaries and Limits of Our Circle of Grace 30 Minutes 

This  section complements the following Catholic teachings: 

 Jesus is the Son of God

 Jesus is our Savior

 God takes care of us and is always with us

 The Holy Spirit helps us to live as Jesus did, making good choices

 Jesus’ life as a model for our own

 God calls us to be responsible for our actions

 Understand the importance of serving others as Jesus did

 God teaches us to lead a healthy life and make good choices

 God calls us to be responsible for our own actions

Goal 

Children will be better able to identify safe and unsafe situations. 

Objectives 

Children will be able to: 

1. Recognize when a boundary (Circle of Grace) may be threatened or violated.

2. Understand that God does not want or cause bad things to happen to them

and that God is with them and for them even when they are hurting or sad.

Vocabulary 

1. Boundary: The borders or limits we need to keep ourselves safe within our

Circle of Grace.

2. Feelings: Something I sense inside myself (e.g. angry, sad, happy, afraid,

embarrassed, confused, excited, peaceful, etc.) which gives me information

about others or myself.

3. Holy Spirit: God present with and within me in a special way. The Holy Spirit

helps me to remember that I belong to God. The Holy Spirit helps me to

experience and live God’s love.

4. Safe: I am safe when my body and my feelings are respected by me and by

others.

5. Secret: A secret is something I know but do not tell.

Safe secret: A secret is safe when it does not hurt others or me. 

Unsafe secret: A secret is unsafe when I think that someone, including 

me, might be hurt or get in trouble if I do not tell. 

6.Safe Touch: Touch that respects me and others.
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7. Signal: A sign that tells me something may be safe or unsafe. This may be

internal or external.

8. Trust: Being able to count on someone to help me to stay safe within my Circle of

Grace.

9. Trusted Adult: A grown‐up who helps me to stay safe in my Circle of Grace and

to respect others within their Circle of Grace.

10. Unsafe: Anything that causes harm to me or others.

Unsafe Touch: Touch that is disrespectful and hurts, scares, or 

makes me feel uncomfortable or confused. 

11. Violate: To break a law, promise, or boundary.

Materials Needed 

1. Copy of the color Circle of Grace Logo for leader to display (see the end

of Grade 3 Lessons)

2. Whiteboard or chalkboard

3. Completed Lesson 1 Worksheets

4. Copy of “Boundary Scenarios” (see the end of Grade 3 Lessons)

5. Copies of “Feeling Faces Chart” (one for each student) (see the end of Grade 3

Lessons)

6. Parent letter (to be sent home at the end of the lesson) (see the end of Grade 3

Lessons)

Getting Started 

It may be helpful to have the vocabulary available for the students on the board/chart/ 

handout and to have the logo displayed. 

Part II Development 

Discussion 

 We are going to continue talking about words and actions that belong and

don’t belong in our Circle of Grace.

 The Holy Spirit loves us and wants us to be safe.

 Our parents and leaders also want us to be safe and teach us to

maintain healthy boundaries.

 Sometimes a person gives us lots of good signals that make us seem like

It is important to begin Part II by explaining that God does not want or cause bad things to 

happen. There will be children in every group who may have already experienced unsafe or 

hurtful situations. We want our children to understand that God is with them and for them 

even when they are hurting or sad. 
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we can trust them, but we may still have an uncomfortable feeling that 

something may be wrong. 

 We should pay attention to this warning feeling. It may be a signal from the

Holy Spirit to help keep you safe.

 Most of the time you know what is safe and good to allow into your Circle of

Grace.

 When a person ignores boundaries, someone’s rights can be violated and

they may be harmed physically or emotionally.

 The person who violates the boundary may face consequence or punishment.

When you are unsure or have confusing feelings, you need to ask a trusted adult to help 

you.  

A Boundary Can Be Physical, Symbolic, or Internal 

We will now talk about the boundaries that are the borders or limits we need to 

protect ourselves within our Circle of Grace. (As you go through the examples below, it is 

important to relate them to the children’s safety.) 

Write “Physical”, “Symbolic”, and “Internal” on the board. During the discussion, write 

which items belong under each boundary heading. 

Physical: An actual barrier that blocks or restricts something. 

 Fence (defines property)

 Bathroom/bedroom door (can be shut and locked to respect privacy)

 Clothes (protect our bodies from elements and covers private areas)

 School Building (secures learning environment, doors, alarms, school office)

 Home (keep family secure: alarm system, protection from the weather)

 Seat Belt (protects our body if there is an accident)

Symbolic: A limit you can see that does not physically restrict you. You can choose 

to respect or ignore this limit. 

 Playing Field (visual lines to help play fairly)

 “Do Not Enter” Sign (privacy or potential danger alert)

 A Crosswalk (a guide as to where to safely walk)

 PG 13 movie rating (an alert regarding mature content)

 Video game with a parental warning on the label ( a warning of mature and violent

content)

 “No Trespassing” Sign (alerts you to stop and keep out of another’s property)

 “Keep Off the Grass” Sign (alerts you to keep off another’s property)

 “Keep Kids Alive!  Drive 25!” (encourages drivers to drive slowly around children)

Internal: An understanding of a rule or limit that you carry in your head. Most of 
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these are learned through experience or taught by those who care for us. The Holy 

Spirit nudges us to remember our internal limits in order to help us be safe. 

 Acceptable volume on a radio or CD player (respects others sensitivity to noise)

 Space between you and an unknown or known person (this space could vary

depending on culture, family, and current relationship)

 You stop eating when you are full (an internal sensation that no more food is needed)

 Not playing in the street (internal limit regarding danger taught by those who care

for us)

 Knowing not to participate in an activity your parents would not approve

(internal limit based on prior parental guidance)

 Appropriate behavior in church and school (internal limit based on prior adult

guidance)

Activity – Boundary Scenarios ‐ Keeping One Safe 

Materials 

1. The scenario questions are provided to help facilitate the discussion and to encourage

children to identify safe and unsafe situations.

2. Begin by discussing scenario number 1, the fence scenario, with the large group.

3. Divide the students in pairs or small groups. Assign one or two boundary scenarios

(and the questions following it) to each group for discussion. If you have a small

class you can do all the scenarios in a large group.

4. Come back to the large group to discuss the scenarios in more depth. For each scenario,

have groups present their responses to the questions following the scenario (below).

Discuss the scenario as a large group. Expand the discussion by using the questions in #5

(below) with the large group.  Discuss each boundary fully before going on to the

next.

a. Has there been a boundary violation of your Circle of Grace? Optional: For

a more active discussion, ask the students to stand if they believe it IS a

boundary violation, stay sitting in their chair if they are NOT SURE, or sit

on the floor if they believe that is NOT a boundary violation. Lead a

discussion of why they chose the different responses.

b. How would you feel if this were to happen?  Why?  (Refer to the feeling chart.)

c. If this boundary was violated, what could you do?

d. What would be needed to make this situation safe?

5. Expand each scenario by discussing the following questions with the large group.
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a. How do you know this is a boundary?  Is it physical, symbolic, or internal?

b. Whose rights would be violated if this boundary were not respected?

Does this boundary violation affect one’s Circle of Grace? 

Concluding activity: Create an Action Plan  10-15 Minutes: 

Catechist:  We are now going to do an activity which you will take home and complete 

with your parents. 

1. Say, “No!”

Let the other person, someone you know or a stranger, know in a clear and strong way

that you do not want whatever it is they are doing or saying.

Words like, “Go away!” or “Stop that! I don’t like it!” are often enough to get the

person to leave you alone, especially if you say it loud enough so others can hear.

Most people, this includes people we know like classmates or family, do not want to

attract attention when they are doing something wrong. If you are in a mall or other

public place and someone you do not know or trust is trying to get you to go with them,

say loudly, “Leave me alone!” “You are not my dad/mom!” This will draw other

people’s attention and the person will probably leave you alone.

2. Get Away!

Do what you need to get away from the person. Walk, run, scream, or even kick to stop

the other person. Again, most people who try to hurt children will stop if the child

resists strongly or if the person is afraid someone will notice. Don’t worry about being

embarrassed. It is much better than being hurt. Most situations that you want to get

away from may not have immediate danger. Such as: your friend asks you to come over

after school. He indicated there are several friends coming over to play on the

computer. He states parents are not home and will never find out. In this situation, you

need to say something that will get you out of the situation. Discuss what to say in

uncomfortable situations with your parents or trusted adults.

3. Tell A Trusted Adult!

Go immediately to an adult that you trust, tell them what has happened, and ask them

for their help. If the first adult you tell doesn’t believe you or understand, be very

insistent! If that

still does not convince them, tell another adult until you find one who will help you.

Never let yourself go on being hurt or feeling confused just because the first person

you tell does not help you. If you are clear about what has happened, tell the

truth, there are lots of people who are ready to help.

Discussion 

Now that we’ve discussed the three part action plan be sure to complete the Trusted 

Adult Homework with your parents. 
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Closing Prayer 

Thank you, God, for always being with me in my Circle of Grace. 

Thank you for the gift of the Holy Spirit 

Who helps me know what is good. 

Thank you for giving me people who care about me and want me to be safe. Amen. 
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Boundary Discussion Activity 

Scenarios 

1. FENCE

You are playing alone in your back yard, and someone you don’t know 

comes in your yard without permission. 

a. Has there been a boundary violation of your Circle of Grace? Why?

b. How would you feel if this were to

happen? Why? (Refer to the feeling

chart.)

c. If this boundary were violated, what can you do?

d. What would be needed to make this situation safe?

2. BEDROOM DOOR

Your parents are out for the night. You are in your bedroom getting ready for 

bed with your door shut. Your babysitter comes in your room without 

knocking and you feel uncomfortable. 

a. Has there been a boundary violation of your Circle of Grace? Why?

b. How would you feel if this were to

happen? Why? (Refer to the feeling

chart.)

c. If this boundary were violated, what can you do?

d. What would be needed to make this situation safe?
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3. CLOTHES

You are at a family reunion and a relative pulls you on his/her lap and starts tickling you 

in a way that makes you uncomfortable. 

a. Has there been a boundary violation of your Circle of Grace? Why?

b. How would you feel if this were to happen? Why?

(Refer to the feeling chart.)

c. If this boundary were violated, what can you do?

d. What would be needed to make this situation safe?

4. HOME (YOURS OR OTHERS)

You are at a friend’s house and your friend turns on an R‐rated movie for you to watch 

together. When you say your parents don’t want you watching this kind of show your 

friend laughs and says, “If you don’t tell them, they’ll never know.” 

a. Has there been a boundary violation of your Circle of Grace? Why?

b. How would you feel if this were to happen? Why?

(Refer to the feeling chart.)

c. If this boundary were violated, what can you do?

d. What would be needed to make this situation safe?

5. SPACE BETWEEN YOU AND A KNOWN OR UNKNOWN PERSON

Your coach always asks you to stay after practice so the two of you can talk. He doesn’t do 

that with anyone else on the team and sometimes when he’s talking to you, you feel 

uncomfortable with how close he sits or stands by you. 

a. Has there been a boundary violation of your Circle of Grace? Why?

b. How would you feel if this were to happen? Why?

(Refer to the feeling chart.)

c. If this boundary were violated, what can you do?

d. What would be needed to make this situation safe?
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6. THE RULES OR LIMITS YOUR PARENTS HAVE SET FOR YOU

An adult you know has become very friendly to you. The extra attention and 

kind words make you feel special.  Lately, he or she has been giving you small 

gifts and ask you not to tell your parents because they would not understand 

your special relationship. 

a. Has there been a boundary violation of your Circle of Grace? Why?

b. How would you feel if this were to

happen? Why? (Refer to the feeling

chart.)

c. If this boundary were violated, what can you do?

d. What would be needed to make this situation safe?

7. APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR IN SCHOOL

You are in school. The classmate next to you keeps talking to you during class. 

This is distracting to you and you’re afraid of getting into trouble. 

a. Has there been a boundary violation of your Circle of Grace? Why?

b. How would you feel if this were to

happen? Why? (Refer to the feeling 

chart.) 

c. If this boundary were violated, what could you do?

d. What would be needed to make this situation safe?
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Feeling Faces Chart 

Loved Mad 

Embarrassed Frustrated 

Happy Lonely 
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Proud Relaxed 

Scared Stressed 

Sad Nervous 
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Feeling Faces Chart/No Labels 
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 Grade Three: Action Plan 

Circle of Grace: Third Grade Personal Action Plan 

Steps to take to protect yourself: 

1. Say, “No!”

2. Get Away.

3. Tell A Trusted Adult.

My trusted adults in addition to my parents are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Phone: 

Phone: 

Phone: 

Circle of Grace: Third Grade Personal Action Plan 

Steps to take to protect yourself: 

1. Say, “No!”

2. Get Away.

3. Tell A Trusted Adult.

My trusted adults in addition to my parents are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Phone: 

Phone: 

Phone: 

Circle of Grace: Third Grade Personal Action Plan 

Steps to take to protect yourself: 

1. Say, “No!”

2. Get Away.

3. Tell A Trusted Adult.

My trusted adults in addition to my parents are: 

1. 

2. 

3.  

Phone: 

Phone: 

Phone: 
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Grade Three:  Action Plan-Parent  

Dear Parents, 

The goal of Circle of Grace Lesson Three is for children to know and demonstrate how to take 

action if a boundary is threatened or violated. These situations could pose an immediate threat or 

one that is confusing to your child and makes them feel uncomfortable. We call this their “Action 

Plan”. 

They were taught the following: 

Steps to take to protect yourself: 

1. Say, “No!”

2. Get Away.

3. Tell A Trusted Adult.

Your child was given a card with this action plan on it. They were to write down at least three 

adults in addition to their parents they could turn to for help. We call each of these people a 

“trusted adult”. Instructions were given for them to take this card home and share the 

information with their parents. 

Please discuss with your child the people on his/her list. If your child names someone you find 

inappropriate, please help him/her to identify someone else. Provide phone numbers of these 

people so that your child may write them down on their Personal Action Plan Card. 

It is a good idea to contact these individuals to let them know you and your child have 

identified them as trusted adults. Being identified as a “trusted adult” will most likely make 

them feel honored as well as alert them to your safety plan for your child. 

Your child should put this list in a safe place where they can have easy access to it if they would 

need it. 

To help your child be well prepared to use the Action Plan in a range of possible situations, we 

offer you a few other scenarios that would be good to discuss with your child. 

1. You are at a friend’s house, and they start to watch an R‐rated movie.  What do you do?
2. You are walking home and notice that a car is slowly following you.  What do you do?

3. Someone you don’t know well is offering to take you home from practice and says you

can get an ice cream on the way home.  What do you do?

4. You are on the internet and pictures or words come up on the screen that

make you uncomfortable.  What do you do?

5. You’re riding your bike around the neighborhood on a really hot day and a neighbor

you don’t really know invites you to come inside their air‐conditioned house to get a

cold pop. What do you do?

6. You’re invited to a friend’s house but know his or her parents won’t be home.  What do
you do?

Thank you for helping us help you keep your child safe! 
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Home Activity Parent/Child 1:  WORD/PHRASE LIST 

Which of the following things or behaviors belong inside my Circle of Grace? 

Which things or behaviors should I work to keep out of my or another’s Circle 

of Grace? 

Harmful touch (hitting, kicking, pushing, touch that intrudes on your privacy, 

etc.)

Taking good care of yourself (healthy foods, getting enough sleep, medication, 

getting help when needed)

Drugs

 Caring touch (comfort from a parent, a kiss on the cheek from your grandparent,

encouraging pat on the back, high‐fives, etc.)

Violence

Kind words

Bad or hurtful words said to someone at school

Bad or hurtful words sent to someone from the computer or phone

Compliments

Putdowns said to someone in person or sent from the computer/phone

Name calling in person or sent from the computer/phone

Words of encouragement

Love

Hate

Gossip

Praise

Prayer

Forgiveness

Excluding someone

Write each of these on your picture of the Circle of Grace in the place where you 

think they belong.  Write other examples that you think of on your paper. 
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Home Activity for Parents 2 – Discussion Questions 

Dear Parent, 

We presented to your child the first lesson in our Circle of Grace program. 

Below is a list of the key concepts being taught in this lesson: 

1. Grace: The gift of God’s goodness and love to help me live as his child.

2. Children of God: All people are made by and loved by God.

3. Holy: Special because of a connection with God.

4. Holy Spirit: God is present with and within me in a special way. The Holy Spirit helps

me to remember that I belong to God. The Holy Spirit helps me to experience and live

God’s love.

5. Respect: Being kind to others and doing what’s best for myself and others because I

honor all people as Children of God.

6. Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God which always surrounds us.

7. Symbol: A picture or object that stands for something else.

8. Treasured: We are so unique and precious that we could not be replaced in God’s eyes.

It is important for you as parents and guardians to reinforce these concepts at your home with 

your child.  A good time for these conversations might be: 

In the car

Dinner time

Bed time

Homework time

The first lesson discusses the precious things and people we encounter in our daily lives. Below 

are several questions to help with the discussion. 

Ask your child what are five of his/her most precious items.

Discuss with your child how precious he/she is to the family.

 Discuss that he/she is even more precious to God. We are so precious in God’s eyes that

HE encircles us in HIS Circle of Grace.  It is a holy place!

Ask your child what would not belong in their Circle of Grace (such as behaviors, words,

ideas, objects, etc.).

Thank you for your support of the Circle of Grace program. It is essential and very much 

appreciated as we strive to provide the safest possible environment for our children. If you 

have questions please call the school or religious education office. 
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Lesson Grade 4 Internet Smart = Safety 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

Jesus’ life as a model for our own 

God calls us to be responsible for our actions 

Understand the importance of serving others as Jesus did 

God teaches us to lead a healthy life and make good choices 

Human life is sacred and must be respected 

Responsible relationships are based on love, honesty, and respect 

We are called to respect the human body as sacred life 

Our conscience helps us to know what is right and to what we believe is right 

God calls us to be responsible for our own actions 

Lesson Goal 

Children will come to understand the concept of a Circle of Grace in relation to use of the internet 

on computers, phones etc. 

Lesson Objectives 

Children will be able to: 

1. Understand the difference between a safe secret and an unsafe secret.

2. Recognize and define vocabulary that relate to the internet.

3. List positive uses of the internet.

4. Review and describe their Circle of Grace.

5. Identify the different technology devices that offer internet availability.

6. Identify behaviors that would be appropriate in relation to a child’s Circle of Grace when

using the internet.

7. Identify boundaries when using the internet.

8. Formulate an action plan for safe use/safe exit of the internet.

Sometimes children reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in order to 

respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the classroom.  If this happens, tell 

the child, “Thank you for sharing that, .  That sounds really important.  I will talk 

to you about that later” (at the end of class, at the break, as soon as humanly possible, etc.) 

When this happens, be sure you talk to the child at your first opportunity and alert the 

administration.  Remember that you are the responsible reporter in cases of suspected 

abuse. 
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Vocabulary 

Review 

1. Boundary: The borders or limits we need to keep ourselves safe within our Circle of Grace.

2. Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God which always surrounds me and all others.

3. Safe Secret: A secret is safe when it does not hurt oneself or others.

4. Unsafe Secret: A secret is unsafe when one thinks that someone, including oneself,

might be hurt or get in trouble if one does not tell.

5. Trust: Being able to count on someone to help one to stay safe within one’s Circle of

Grace. Trust will also include to be safe from one’s Circle of Grace to another person’s

Circle of Grace.

6. Trusted Adult: A grown‐up who helps one to stay safe in their Circle of Grace and to

respect others within their Circle of Grace.

New for Leaders 

The below general social networking definitions are for the leaders to know and use at their discretion. 

Specific business/companies are not named due to copyright statutes. You need to be 13 years old for most 

social networking sites. So the students are probably aware of them but should not be using them. 

Social Media/ Networking (Is a broad word for any online tool that enables users to interact with 

thousands of other users. Below are some of the more popular sites) 

7. Blog: An online journal. Personal stories or thoughts can be posted as in a personal

journal. This is a public journal that anyone can access.

8. Chat Room: The name given to a place or page in a website or online service where

people can chat with each other by typing messages which are displayed almost

instantly on the screens of others who are in the chat room.

9. Instant Messaging (IM): Technology similar to that of chat rooms which notifies a user

when a person is online allowing them to converse by exchanging text messages.

10. Location Application: An application used in phones to find a location of a popular

spot (restaurant, park etc.). People use the application to check in and it broadcast the

location to all of their friends.

11. Micro Blogging: This service allows users to give updates about what they are doing in

less than 140 characters.

12. Social Networking Service and Websites: These services and websites are

used to communicate with (a person) or search for information about (a

person)

13. Video Sharing Service: This service allows users to watch videos posted by others

and to upload videos of their own.
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New for Students 

1. Cyber Bullying: Use of the internet, cell phone or other electronic devices to send or

post texts or images intended to hurt or embarrass another person.

2. E‐mail: Electronic mail. Sending/ receiving a type written message from one

screen to another.

3. Flaming: Sending a deliberately confrontational message to others on the internet.

4. Inappropriate Material: Pictures or words on the internet that make one feel

uncomfortable scared, or that intentionally degrade a human person

5. Netiquette: Courteous, honest, and polite behavior practiced on the internet.

6. Personal Contact Information: Information that allows an individual to be

contacted or located in the physical world, i.e. a telephone number or an address.

7. Phishing: An identity theft scam in which criminals send out spam that imitates the look

and language of legitimate correspondence from e‐commerce sites.  The messages

generally link to websites that are similarly faked to look like the sites of the respected

companies. On the sites, users are directed to enter their personal information for

authentication or confirmation purposes. The information, when submitted, goes to the

thieves not to the “spoofed” company.

8. Pop Up: A term for unsolicited advertising that appears as its own browser window.

9. Predator: Someone who uses the internet to obtain personal information about others

with the intent to do harm.

10. Smart Phone: A mobile phone that offers advanced features like the internet, camera

and applications such as games, and special interest information.

11. Texting: Sending a short text (typed) message between cell phones or other

handheld devices.

12. Webcam: A front facing video camera that attaches to a computer or is built into the

laptop. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Two Internet Smart Worksheets for each child (see the end of Grade 4 Lesson)

2. Chart paper or marking board for listing uses of the internet

3. Chairs/String

4. Parent Information Sheet
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Opening Prayer 

Leader calls class to prayer by asking children to join in the Sign of the Cross. 

Then say together, 

Holy Spirit, show us the way, 

Be with us in all we think, do, and say. Amen. 

Lesson Activities 

Getting Started 

Review Circle of Grace concepts: 

1. We are all made in the image and likeness of God and therefore we are sacred and holy,

deserving of great respect.

2. Jesus told us that he would always love us and His Spirit would always be with us. If we

are always in His presence, we are always in a special, holy place. We call that place our

Circle of Grace.

3. If we remember that we are in a Circle of Grace, that God is there with us and we are

surrounded by His love, we will remember to behave with special respect for ourselves

and for others.  God is with us because he desires a close relationship with each of us.

4. Leader to reinforce the children’s understanding of the difference between a safe secret and an

unsafe secret (see Vocabulary).

It is important to begin the lesson by explaining that God does not want or cause 

bad things to happen.  There will be children who may have already 

experienced unsafe or hurtful situations. We want our children to understand 

that God is with them and for them even when they are hurting or sad. 
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Activity 

The topic of this lesson is the use of the internet.  Have children make a list of positive and negative  uses 

of the internet. Think about the analogy of how the use of a hammer can be used to build things( positive) 

or destroy things (negative). This may be a good analogy for the children. For example positve and 

negative aspects of the internet are listed below: 

POSITIVE NEGATIVE 

Communication Damage someone’s 

reputation 

Information Steal someone’s identity 

Entertainment View inappropriate sites 

Discussion – Children’s Rules and Guidelines for Internet Safety 

Present and discuss the following (copy of these rules and guidelines are at the end of the lesson for the 

children to take home to their parents): 

BE SMART: ( Never forget your internet safety rules with any eletronic device or in any 

location!!) 

 Never give out personal information such as your address, telephone number, parents’

names and phone numbers, or where you go to school or grade level.

 Never assume someone is who they say they are. They are not “friends” if you have

never met them in person.

 Treat everyone that you encounter online as a stranger using the same rules for dealing

with strangers online as you would for strangers you see on the street.

 Never agree to meet someone that introduced themselves on the internet without a

parent’s or trusted adult’s approval.

 Never send a picture or anything else to someone who requests it.

 If you come across information on the internet that makes you feel uncomfortable, tell a

trusted adult immediately.

 Never respond to any messages or send any messages that are mean, threatening, or

make anyone feel uncomfortable.  Go tell a trusted adult immediately.

 Follow the rules established by your parents for computer, phone and internet usage.

 Never download or install software or do anything that could jeopardize a family’s

privacy.  If it happens by accident, go tell a trusted adult immediately.

 Keep your internet password secret and change it regularly.
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Discussion – Identify and maintain appropriate internet boundaries 

List examples and discuss how one would know if there is a violation of boundaries. 

Leader, make sure the following points are covered. The goal is to start to develop an internal sense of 

conscience about appropriate Internet boundaries. 

Some suggested points to review: 

If you feel unsure or unsafe, you are probably not “safe” in what you are doing. 

It is important that you are comfortable with a trusted adult seeing what you are writing 

on the computer. 

It is important that you are comfortable with a trusted adult seeing what you are looking 

at on the computer. 

Could you say face to face to a person what you wrote about the person on the internet? 

Sending messages that intentionally harm or embarrass another person is not respecting 

their Circle of Grace and is considered cyberbullying. 

Sometimes we are tempted to lie on the internet; doing so may increase our tendency to 

lie and is disrespectful of our Circle of Grace. 

Your Circle of Grace boundaries should not be crossed when you use the internet. This is 

to keep you safe and respect others’ Circle of Grace. 

Activity – Telephone Game 

This activity is to help the children understand how stories or conversations on the Internet may occur 

and not be totally accurate or true. 

Suggested Instructions: 

1. Seat 6‐8 children in a circle with backs to each other sitting so that the story can be heard by one

person at a time.

2. Leader makes up a story with 3‐4 details (e.g. soccer game, sleepover, school activity).

Possible stories:

a. Three friends are going to go to the movie on Friday afternoon after school. They

decide to go to the theater at the mall. One of their moms goes with them. At the

movie they have popcorn and a soda. It is a funny movie that lasts two hours.

After the movie they go out for pizza.

b. The Saints had a soccer game on Saturday morning. They were playing the

Knights. The game was played at Tranquility Park. The teams were playing for

first place in the league.  The final score was 3‐2 in favor of the Knights.

c. An author came to visit our school. The author writes mystery stories. The author

has written ten stories and had six of them published.  The author lives in

Montana on a ranch.  He has three horses and a dog.
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3. The leader has a ball of string that is stretched throughout all of the children (each child is able to

touch part of the string).

4. Leader tells the story to the first child and surrenders to that child the tail of the string (that child

now has the tail and the string that was between the leader and the first child.

5. That child moves to another child in the circle and hands off the stretched string and retells the

story as heard from the leader.

6. The story is retold until all in the circle have a turn.

7. The final person repeats the story as they recall it. That child now has all of the string in a ball or

wad.

8. Discuss if the story is the same as when the story was first told or if details changed as the story

was passed on.

9. The string may be replaced with Talking Sticks (Native American story telling) or cards or any

other suitable objects for the children to surrender to each other as the story is passed along.

Activity‐ Internet Smart Worksheet 

1. Hand out two Internet Smart Worksheets to the children (see the end of the Grade 4 Lesson.)

2. Have the children complete one in class and be ready to discuss. Tell them this worksheet will not

be collected. The second worksheet is to be completed with their parents and returned with the

parent’s signature.

3. The leader reviews each scenerio with the class and ask the following questions:

 How hard was it to know how you would act in each scenerio?

 Do you think some of the scenerios seem to make you choose between your

friends and doing the right thing?

 Can you give me some other difficult situations?

Action Plan 

Pass out the Parent Information Sheet 

After reviewing the following information have the children write both of the action plans on the Parent 

Information Sheet. 

Instruct the children to take the Parent Information Sheet home. 

Scenario A: You are unsure or feel unsafe while viewing something or interacting with 

someone while using the computer or other technical device (ie: phone, tablet etc) 

Action Plan 

1. Find a trusted adult and show them what you are concerned about.

Do not exit the site.

2. Review how you got to this point on the computer.

3. Have an adult help you exit the site.
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Scenario B: You are unsure or feel unsafe when you are asked by someone to view something 

on the computer/technical device (ie: phone, tablet, etc) which makes you 

uncomfortable. 

Action Plan 

1. Walk away from the computer.

2. Tell a trusted adult.

Closing Prayer 

Thank you, God, 

for always being with me in my Circle of Grace. 

Thank you for the gift of the Holy Spirit who 

helps me know what is good. 

Thank you for giving me people who care about me and 

want me to be safe. 

Amen. 
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How Internet Smart Are You? Worksheet 

 Your friend has been texting someone she met on the internet.  She said her 

internet friend is 13 years old. Now the internet friend wants her to share her 

address. She does not know what to do since she has not told her parents about 

the texting. You tell her the smart thing to do is not to tell her parents because 

then they will take her phone away. You tell her maybe you could meet her 

internet friend somewhere instead of giving out her address. 

 You are on the internet and you see a “Pop Up” that has inappropriate images 

and words that make you uncomfortable. You leave the computer and go find 

your parent or trusted adult. 

 You see one of the older kids at school taking photos of your classmates coming 

out of gym class. You know no one is allowed to take pictures with a phone 

during school without permission. It makes you uncomfortable but you do not 

want the older kid to be mad at you so you do not tell anyone including your 

teacher or parents. 

 You were sent several e‐mails/texts saying hurtful things about one of your 

classmates. You notice that he has been out sick the last couple of days. You are 

worried about him so you talk to your parents or trusted adult about your 

concern. 

 Your friend tells you that if you don’t want your parents to see what you are 

doing on the computer, just minimize the screen when they enter the room. 

Although you are nervous about disagreeing with your friend, you tell him/her 

that you do not want to view images or seek information that would not be ok 

with your parents or trusted adults.  Their trust in you is important. 

It is important to be Internet Smart when you are on line. Your parents and trusted adults 

can give you guidelines on how to use the internet/technology safely.  Remember if you 

are uncomfortable with what you are doing or viewing in your Circle of Grace, it is 

probably NOT safe. 

Put “T” for true, and “F” for false or “U” for unsure next to the below statements. Your 

answer should reflect how you would respond to the situation. It is smart to be truthful. 

So put “U” if you do not know what you would do or say. This way your parents or 

trusted adults can help you figure out the best response for that situation. 
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Parent Information Sheet 

Children’s Rules and Guidelines for Internet Safety 

 Never give out personal information such as your address, telephone

number, parents’ names and phone numbers, or where you go to school or

grade level.

 Never assume someone is who they say they are. They are not “friends” if

you have never met them in person.

 Treat everyone that you encounter online as a stranger, using the same rules

for dealing with strangers online as you would for strangers you see on the

street.

 Never agree to meet someone that introduced themselves on the internet

without a parent’s or trusted adult’s approval.

 Never send a picture or anything else to someone who requests it.

 If you comes across information on the internet that makes you feel

uncomfortable, tell a trusted adult immediately.

 Never respond to any messages or send any messages that are mean,

threatening, or make anyone feel uncomfortable.  Go tell a trusted adult

immediately.

 Follow the rules established by your parents for computer, phone and

internet usage.

 Never download or install software or do anything that could jeopardize a

family’s privacy.  If you do this accidentally, go tell a trusted adult immediately

 Keep your internet password secret and change it regularly.

Action Plan A: 

Action Plan B:  _________________________________________________________
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Lesson Grade Five 

Understanding the Influence of the 

Media on our Circle of Grace 

Sometimes children reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in order to 

respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group environment. If this happens, 

tell the child, “Thank you for sharing that,  .  That sounds really important. I will 

talk to you about that later (at the end of class, at the break, as soon as humanly possible, 

etc.).” When this happens, be sure you talk to the child at your first opportunity and alert the 

administration. Remember that you are the responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

 Jesus’ life as a model for our own

 God calls us to be responsible for our actions

 Understand the importance of serving others as Jesus did

 God teaches us to lead a healthy life and make good choices

 Human life is sacred and must be respected

 Our conscience helps us to know what is right and do what we believe is right

 God calls us to be responsible for our own action

Lesson Goal 

Children will be able to recognize the influence of the media on their Circle of Grace. 

Lesson Objectives 

Children will be able to: 

1. Understand and describe their Circle of Grace.

2. Recognize that trusted adults help us stay safe in our Circle of Grace and help us respect

others in their Circle of Grace.

3. Identify different types of media and how they influence our Circle of Grace in positive

and negative ways.

Vocabulary 

1. Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God which always surrounds me and all

others. 

2. Safe Secret: A secret is safe when it does not hurt others or me.

3. Unsafe Secret: A secret is unsafe when I think that someone, including me, could be hurt

or get in trouble if I do not tell.
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4. Trust: Being able to count on someone to help me to stay safe within my Circle of Grace.

5. Trusted Adult: An adult that helps us say safe in our Circle of Grace and helps us respect

others in their Circle of Grace.

6. Boundary: The borders or limits we need to keep ourselves safe within our Circle of Grace.

7. Media: Mass communication formats (music, TV, magazines, movies, videos, internet,

computer games, books, advertisements, news, newspapers, radio, etc.) that provide

education, information, entertainment, and advertising.

Inappropriate Media: Images or words, spoken or written, that make one feel 

uncomfortable or scared. 

Materials Needed 

1. Circle of Grace Logo (see the end of Grade 5 Lessons)

2. Paper

3. Pens or markers

4. Blackboard/chalk or Whiteboard/markers

5. Commandment Activity Signs (see the end of Grade 5 Lessons)

Opening Prayer: 

Leader calls the class to prayer by asking the children to quiet themselves and join in the Sign of the 

Cross.  Then say together, 

Holy Spirit, show us the way. 

Be with us in all we think, do and say. Amen. 

Getting Started 

Summarize Circle of Grace with the following: 

1. Have children describe their Circle of Grace. It is helpful to have the Circle of Grace Logo

available.

a. We have learned about Circle of Grace in the past (or in previous lessons). Our Circle

of Grace is the love and goodness of God that always surround us.

b. God is with us and within us in a special way.  God is with us because He desires

a close relationship with each of us. The Holy Spirit helps us to remember that we

belong to God.  We are always in a special, holy place.

It is important to begin the lesson by explaining that God does not want or cause bad 

things to happen. There will be children in every group who may have already 

experienced unsafe or hurtful situations. We want our children to understand that God 

is with them and for them even when they are hurting or sad. 
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c. If we can remember that we are in a Circle of Grace, with God and surrounded by

His love, we will remember to behave with the respect for ourselves and others.

2. Identify what a trusted adult is and how they help protect you in your Circle of Grace.

3. Last year, you may have talked about the internet and your Circle of Grace. How can the

internet be used in both safe and unsafe ways?

4. What are some of the rules for using the internet in a safe manner so your boundaries

will not be violated?

Be sure the following are included in the responses:

a. Never give out personal information.

b. It is important that you are comfortable with a trusted adult seeing what you are

typing on the computer or texting on the cell phone.

c. It is important that you are comfortable with a trusted adult seeing what you are

looking at on the computer or cell phone.

d. If you are in a site where you feel like you should lie or if you wonder if what it

says is true, you are not in a safe place.  You must get a trusted adult to help you.

Lesson Development 

Now we are going to talk about how all of the forms of media and mass communication 

influence us in our Circle of Grace.  We may never have considered media as violating our Circle 

of Grace. It can when it has negative words, images, or content that never should be in our Circle 

of Grace.  It is important to be able to discern that media does not necessarily relay information 

or images in a truthful or accurate manner. Many times, especially in advertising, it is meant to 

sway us to feel or act in a certain way. 

1. The media give us ways to communicate with many people. The internet, magazines

and cell phones are some examples.

Have children come up with other types of media forms and list them on the board (some 

other examples ‐ music, TV, movies, videos, computer games, books, advertisements, 

newspapers, radio, etc.). Be sure to include the internet and magazines on the list on the 

board. 

2. Typical functions of media are to educate, communicate, inform, and advertise.

List these four functions on the board. 

Go back over the types of media listed on the board and have children name what 

function(s) each type of medium performs. 

Activity – Positive and Negative Influences of Media 

1. Have children break into small groups. Pass out pens and paper. Break down the list of media

forms on the board and assign some to each small group. Have groups list both positive and

negative ways each form of medium can be used. You might want to assign the same types of

media to more than one group to get a broad range of answers.
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2. From the list on the board, have each small group rank the top three forms of media that influence

them in a positive way and the top three that influence them in a negative way.

3. Gather children together as a large group. Take each form of medium on the board and have small

groups report on positive and negative ways it can be used.

4. Have each group report on their choices for the top three media types that have a positive influence

and the top three for negative influences. Tally the total to get the top three positive and negative

influences for the class.

Activity – Ten Commandments 

God gave us the Ten Commandments to help us know what is right to do even when other 

influences try to confuse or manipulate us. Today you are going to decide if you think 

examples from various forms of media support the Ten Commandments or work against our 

desire to follow the Commandments. 

1. Post signs declaring one side of the room as “Media That Help Us to Obey the Ten

Commandments”, the other side of the room as “Media That Do Not Help Us to Obey the Ten

Commandments” and the transitional space between as “Neutral to the Ten Commandments”

(samples of signs are at the end of the lesson).

2. Name a type of medium and have children stand where they think it belongs in the spectrum of

supporting or not supporting our desire to obey the Commandments.

3. Now ask children to stand where they believe a particular form of medium is on the spectrum

when it has a particular action in it.  Some examples:

a) You are watching TV and someone is punching another person.

b) You read an article in the newspaper where a firefighter saves a family from a house fire.

Have children do this with all the major forms of media that are written on the board. 

Review 

1. What caused you to move?  What changed in the medium?

2. Media can give us both positive and negative information. God gave us the freedom to

choose our own actions. How do we use the media in a way that helps us make good

choices (e.g. choose media sources that support the Ten Commandments, the teachings of

our Catholic faith, our parents, and trusted adults)?

3. What is the purpose of the messages that parents and trusted adults give us (e.g. to teach,

protect, love)?  What is the purpose of the influence our Catholic faith has on our lives

(e.g. to teach, protect, love)?  What is the purpose of the messages that are conveyed by

the media (e.g. to sell things, influence your decisions, manipulate your opinions)? What

can we do if we are not sure if a type of medium is a positive or a negative influence?  We

can always turn to a trusted adult to help us know if a type of medium is a good
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influence and to help us make decisions that keep us safe in our Circle of Grace. 

4. Ask the children to quietly reflect on all the ways that the media influence our thinking and

behavior every day. Remind them that as Catholics, God has given us the Ten Commandments,

the teachings of our Catholic faith, and our parents and trusted adults to help us make decisions

and keep us safe in our Circle of Grace.

5. Distribute the Parent Take Home Activity.

Closing Prayer 

Leader calls the class to prayer by asking the children to quiet themselves and join in the Sign of the 

Cross. 

Thank you, God, 

for always being with me in my Circle of Grace. 

Thank you for the gift of the Holy Spirit who 

helps me know what is good. 

Thank you for giving me people who care about me and 

want me to be safe. 

Amen. 

(Optional) Have the children stand and sing with you the song “This is Holy Ground” or “Prayer for 

Peace” or other appropriate song or prayer. 
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Circle of Grace – Grade 5 

MEDIA THAT HELP US 

TO OBEY 

THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS 
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Circle of Grace – Grade 5 

MEDIA THAT ARE 

NEUTRAL TO 

THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS 
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Circle of Grace – Grade 5 

MEDIA THAT DO NOT 

HELP US TO OBEY 

THE TEN 

COMMANDMENTS 
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Parent Take Home Activity 

Grade 5: Understanding the Influence 

of the Media on our Circle of Grace 

Dear Parent, 

We presented the Circle of Grace Lesson “Understanding the 

Influence of the Media on our Circle of Grace” to your child. The 

goal of the lesson was to help the children recognize that all forms 

of media influence our Circle of Grace. The media can have a 

positive or negative influence in our desire to obey the Ten 

Commandments and live our faith to its fullest. 

Please choose a form of medium (TV show, Movie, Newspaper article, Video Game, etc.) to review 
with your child. Discuss the influence on their Circle of Grace of what you see, hear, or read. 

Thank you for your support of the Circle of Grace program. It is 

essential and appreciated as we strive to provide the safest possible 

environment for our children. 
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Grade Six Lesson 

Understanding and Protecting Our Boundaries 

Circle of Grace 
Part I Introduction (10-15 minutes) 
Opening Prayer 

How you arrange the young people depends on the size of your group. Invite them to sit or stand 

with sufficient space between them. Ask them to quiet themselves and recognize God’s presence 

in them. 

Please close your eyes as I read to you from the Gospel of John, words that Jesus spoke 

to his disciples. (John 14:15‐18 from the New American Bible) 

If you love me, you will keep my commandments. And I will ask the 

Father, and he will give you another Advocate to be with you always, the Spirit of 

truth, which the world cannot accept, because it neither sees nor knows it. But you 

know it, because it remains with you, and will be in you. I will not leave you 

orphans; I will come to you. 

God did send an Advocate, the Spirit of truth whom we usually call the Holy Spirit. 

Notice how the Holy Spirit is with you and in your Circle of Grace as you end this 

prayer. Think of a time when God was present working in your life. Spend a few 

minutes thinking about this. When you are finished and your prayer has ended, you 

may open your eyes. 

Sometimes young people reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in 

order to respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group environment. If 

this happens, tell the young person, “Thank you for sharing that,  . That sounds really 

important. I will talk to you about that later (at the end of class, at the break, as soon as 

humanly possible, etc.).” When this happens, be sure you talk to the young person at 

your first opportunity and alert the administration.  Remember that you are the 

responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 
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Suggested opening: 

It is important that we understand our Circle of Grace. We listened to Scripture tell us of 

Jesus’ promise to come to us, that the Holy Spirit of God would dwell within us and be 

with us. We use our arms to help imagine just how close God is to us at all times. 

 Leader demonstrates the “Sensing our Circle of Grace” exercise:

Raise your hands above your head, then bring your outstretched arms slowly down. 

Extend your arms in front of you and then behind you 

embrace all of the space around you slowly reach down to your feet. 

Knowing that God is in this space with you This is your Circle of Grace; you are in it. 

 Jesus told us that he would always love us and always be with us. If God is

always with us, we are always in a special, holy place. That place is our Circle of

Grace. This is the place the Holy Spirit is with us and within us. God is with us

because He desires a close relationship with us.

 Show young people the Circle of Grace symbol. Ask what they see in the symbol. Prompt

if needed for the following parts to be identified:

a. Red Circle of Grace Words ‐ Color of the Holy Spirit

b. Person ‐ Child of God

c. Yellow Circle ‐ Grace

d. Dove ‐ Holy Spirit

e. Blue Background ‐ The World Around Us

Part II:  Understanding Boundaries 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

 Belief in the works and presence of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit

 Christian faith requires a relationship with God and others

 We are called to model our faith in our words and actions

 We are called to make moral decisions consistent with Catholic teaching

 Vocations are God’s call to all

 We are all Children of God because of God’s creation and covenants

 Individual and cultural differences are gifts from God that should be respected

 Responsible relationships are based on love, honesty, and respect

 Skills such as listening, self‐disclosure, and compromise are necessary for

faith filled communications with others
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Goal 

Young people will be better able to distinguish between healthy and unhealthy 

relationships. 

Objectives 

Young People will be able to: 

1. Recognize safe and unsafe situations in a person’s Circle of Grace.

2. Acknowledge and respect the boundaries surrounding their own Circle of Grace

and those of others.

3. Identify actions or words that violate one’s Circle of Grace.

Vocabulary 

1. Boundary: The borders or limits we need to keep ourselves safe within our

Circle of Grace.

2. Feelings: Something I sense inside myself (e.g. angry, sad, happy, afraid,

embarrassed, confused, excited, peaceful, etc.) that gives me information

about others or myself.

3. Safe: I am safe when my body and my feelings are respected by me and by

others.

4. Secret: Something I know but do not tell.

Safe secret: A secret is safe when it does not hurt others or me. 

Unsafe secret: A secret is unsafe when I think that someone including 

me might be hurt or get in trouble if I do not tell. 

5. Signal: A sign that tells me something may be safe or unsafe. This may be

internal or external.

6. Trusted Adult: A grown‐up who helps me to stay safe in my Circle of Grace and

to respect others within their Circle of Grace.

7. Violation: A break or infringement of another person’s rights.

Materials Needed 

1. Safe and Unsafe Handout for each young person (see the end of Grade 6

Lessons)

2. Guidelines for Protecting Boundaries Handout for each young person (see

the end of Grade 6 Lessons)
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Getting Started 

Today, we will be talking about the boundaries of our Circle of Grace. As we begin 

to understand our Circle of Grace as something real that surrounds us always, we 

begin to realize that there are some things we can do to protect our Circle of Grace 

and those of others. Jesus gives us some very important guidelines about how we 

can form and keep our relationships safe and healthy. He says simply to love God 

above all things and to love our neighbor as ourselves. 

Lesson Development 

Discussion 

Provide for each young person: 

 A paper that has SAFE and UNSAFE (see the end of Grade 6 Lessons). Ask

them to fold it in half and make a tent.

 Guidelines for Protecting Boundaries Handout

Present the following: 

 we are going to talk about some specific situations.

 Each of you has a sheet of paper with SAFE on one half and UNSAFE on the

other. Fold it in half and make a tent.

 When I read the scenario, place your tent on your desk with your answer facing

me.

 Talking about these situations will help you know in the future what kinds of

situations might violate your Circle of Grace or that of another person.

The purpose of this activity is to help young people identify situations that might violate the 

boundary of their Circle of Grace. These scenarios may be used as a time to review the young 

person’s sacredness as taught by previous lessons. 

The leader reads each scenario and allows the young people to respond. Notice how the 

young people respond. Pay close attention to their responses, especially noticing any young 

person who consistently responds incorrectly. This is not to be addressed in the class but 

may be a “red flag” that that young person is in unsafe situations. Consult with the 

Director of Religious Education or the Principal if you become aware of such a situation. 

Special note to leaders 

It is important to begin the lesson by explaining that God does not want or cause bad 

things to happen. There may be young people in every group who have already 

experienced unsafe or hurtful situations. Please be sensitive to this possibility. God is 

with them even during difficult times. 
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Scenarios 

1. An older student in your school/religious education program comments

about how you are dressed that day while looking at you in a way that makes

you uncomfortable. The student asks to take a picture of you with his cell

phone.  Is this safe or unsafe? Pause.

This situation is unsafe.  What is unsafe here?

 An older student talks about things that make you feel uncomfortable.

 Differences in age and status influence your response.

What would need to change to make this situation safe? (Brainstorm ideas with 

the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed above.) 

2. One of the popular church leaders in your parish invites you to a special

meeting or trip. The adult leader gives you a permission slip to take to your

parents but tells you not to tell other adult leaders in the church because he

wants this to be your special time together.  Is this safe or unsafe? Pause.

This situation is confusing and unsafe. What is unsafe here?

 The adult in this scenario attempts to get the young person to keep a secret

from parents or other respected adults. When in a situation like this, you

should let your parents and other trusted adults know that this adult

leader is telling you to keep a secret from them. Then your parents and

other adults who care about you have more information about the situation

and can better keep you safe.

 The adult is planning private activities with a young person.

What would need to change to make this situation safe? (Brainstorm ideas with

the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed above.)

3. You are the first one in your family to get home after school. Your adult

neighbor, whom you have known since kindergarten, often waves at you and

calls on the phone to check on you. One day you hear a funny noise in the

house when you are alone. You call your neighbor to ask for help. The

neighbor says he and his wife will be over and tells you to call your parents

and let them know what is going on. Is this situation safe or unsafe? Pause.

This situation is safe.  Why is it safe?

 It is important to identify trusted adults who are respectful of your Circle of

Grace and their own.

 Two adults are coming over and parents are aware of the situation.

 The adult told the young person to notify parents.  He did not try to keep it a

secret.
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4. An instructor at your school invites you and a friend to go to a movie on

Friday night. The instructor offers to take you and bring you home. He says

he will pay for the movie and the refreshments.  Is the situation safe or

unsafe? Pause.

This situation may be confusing.  But it is not safe.

 An adult may lure young people into his company with gifts or special

information. What would need to change to make this situation safe?

(Brainstorm ideas with the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed

above.)

5. One of your coaches thinks you can make the select team if you work a little

harder on some skills. The coach offers to stay late and work one on one with

you to help improve skills after everyone else has gone home. Pause.

This situation is unsafe.  What is unsafe here?

 An adult arranges to be with a young person alone.

 Does it matter if the coach is a male or female?  Why or why not?

What would need to change to make this situation safe? (Brainstorm ideas with 

the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed above.) 

6. A new friend asks you to come over and help him practice using his

webcam. You go over to the friend’s house and he asks you to take your

shirt off in front of his webcam. You decide to keep your school sweatshirt

on and instead just make funny faces in the camera.  Is this safe or unsafe?

Pause.

This situation is confusing but unsafe.  What is unsafe here?

 Removing clothing is not an appropriate request or action.

 The young person still revealed personal information via his/her school

sweatshirt.

 The young person was pressured into doing something that was unsafe

instead of saying, “No,” and leaving.

 Webcam information is widely distributed to millions of unknown

persons. This can be viewed and manipulated without young person’s

knowledge or permission. This would include images sent via cell phones.

What would need to change to make this situation safe? (Brainstorm ideas with 

the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed above.) 
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7. Your best friend confides in you that she tried some beer at a party she

attended last week. She says it made her laugh then made her sick. She

says it was not a great experience but she asks you to keep it secret from

your parents and hers.  Pause. This situation is not safe.  What is unsafe

here?

 A young person is asked to keep a secret from an adult.

 The friend is put at risk for future problems.

 The person who provided the alcohol is protected.

What would need to change to make this situation safe? (Brainstorm ideas with

the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed above.)

8. A person you know from the internet wants to meet you at the mall this

weekend. You have been communicating on a social network site and

texting for six months. Your parents do not know about your internet friend.

Is this situation safe or unsafe? Pause. This situation is unsafe.  What is

unsafe here?

 You have never met the person face‐to‐face.

 You do not really know this person.

 You have no way to verify whatever this person has said.

 You have no way of knowing who else has seen the information that

you have shared. They may have cut and pasted the information into

a blog or website or shared it with a group of friends.

 This person has your cell number and possibly other personal information

because of interacting on a social network site.

What would need to change to make this situation safe? (Brainstorm ideas with 

the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed above.) 

9. You stay overnight at a friend’s house. After his/her parent’s go to bed, your

friend starts to sneak out to go to another friend’s house where there is a party

going on. Your friend expects you to go. You don’t want to go. You tell your

friend that you feel sick and want to call your parents to come and get you.  Is

this situation safe or unsafe? Pause.

This situation is unsafe but the young person’s response is safe. Why?

 The young person has listened to his/her feelings (instincts) that tell

him/her not to go to the party.

 The young person states his/her need to call parents.

What would need to change to make this situation safe? (Brainstorm ideas with

the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed above.)
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10. You are watching TV with your cousin who is in high school. She puts in a

DVD that is R rated. All the adults are upstairs visiting. The DVD you are

watching features people who are dressed with very little on. They are

dancing in a suggestive manner by themselves and with other people. You

know your parents would disapprove but you continue to watch it. She then

snuggles up to you and said isn’t this cool? Is this situation safe or unsafe?

Pause.

This situation is unsafe.  What is unsafe here?

 Watching shows that feature people being disrespectful to their own Circle of

Grace

does not help you to respect and protect yours and those of others.

 It is important to know what boundaries you should set for yourself

regarding what you watch, read, listen to, etc., when you are alone in

order to protect your Circle of Grace.

 When you routinely view images that are inappropriate, you become

desensitized to what is safe and unsafe.

What would need to change to make this situation safe? (Brainstorm ideas with 

the young people to address the unsafe circumstances listed above.) 

Review 

 Review the “Guidelines for Protecting Boundaries” Handout.

 We have learned how we are each unique and special.

 When we join with other people to form healthy relationships, we can see

how we all fit into God’s plan. God’s plan would not be complete without

you.

 By forming and respecting healthy relationships we are following the

example of Jesus who came to Earth to be one of us. He modeled healthy

relationships and became the essential piece of God’s plan for salvation.

 Today, we have learned some very important ways to protect our own

boundaries and those of others.

 No one has the right to violate our boundaries.

 Just as we have a right to protect our boundaries, we also have a responsibility

to protect the boundaries of others.

 By protecting our boundaries and those of others, we keep ourselves and

others Circle of Grace safe, living more fully in the grace which God gives us.
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Concluding Activity:  

1. We began to realize that there are some things that we can do to protect our

Circle of Grace and those of others. We learned about how to identify situations that

were safe and unsafe. Today we will learn some additional tools that we can

practice to stay safe.

2. Write on the board:

P ‐ Protect

L ‐ Listen

A ‐ Ask

A ‐ Act

N ‐ Notify

3. Today we are going to talk about what to do when you think you might be in an

unsafe situation and what you can do to protect yourself. We have a plan. (Leader

points to the letters “PLAAN” on the board.)

Present the following: 

1. The first letter “P” reminds us to “Protect with respect.”

Ask, “How do you think respect can help us protect our Circle of Grace?”

Answers should include: respecting ourselves as a Child of God; respecting others because

they are also Children of God, keeping unsafe words, touches, and images out of our Circle

of Grace.

2. The letter “L” reminds us to “Listen”. In every situation we need to remember

that the Holy Spirit is always with us to help us stay safe. We don’t know all the

ways that the Holy Spirit helps us, but we do know that Jesus promised us a

Helper and a Guide. The Holy Spirit gives us feelings or instincts and we need to

listen to them. Feelings are not

good or bad, they just tell us more about ourselves. You can help yourself

recognize your feelings by naming them. This may take a little practice.

3. The letter “A” reminds us to “Ask”.

a. When you have an uncomfortable feeling, you are recognizing the Holy Spirit

helping you know that something is not right.

b. You can ask questions to help you know how to act.

What are you doing?

Why are you saying that?

Where are you going?

Who are you?
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What is this? 

c. You can even ask yourself:

Why am I feeling this way?

Who can I ask for help?

d. What are other questions you can ask?

Allow for a few responses.

4. The next letter “A” reminds us to “Act”. Your parents are not with you each time

you have an uncomfortable feeling or when your gut instinct tells you that you are

not in a safe situation. As you have grown older, you have learned some skills you

need to know when your parents are not with you. One of those skills is to take

action by stating your needs clearly. It is simple to tell others when you are hungry,

when you are sick, or when you are cold. To help protect yourself in your Circle of

Grace, you need to tell others your internal needs too. This may take some practice.

Closing prayer 

Lord, 

teach us to have loving and respectful relationships, ones in 

which we feel safe and valued. 

Guide us to treat ourselves and others with respect, honoring 

all of our Circle of Grace. 

Help us to model your unconditional love, realizing 

we need to value everyone, 

even those we do not like or who are different from us. 

Enlighten us to know that God has created each of us to be an 

important piece of His puzzle, 

His creation of life. 

Give us courage and desire to build healthy relationships, prompt us to 

value others as Children of God, 

lead all to participate in His masterpiece, the 

glorious Kingdom of God. 

Amen. 
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Guidelines for Protecting Boundaries Handout 

Ask Yourself: 

1. How long have you known this person?

2. Is your knowledge of this person face‐to‐face?

3. How much do you know about this person?

4. How have you verified what this person has told you about themselves?

5. What do your feelings (instincts) tell you about this person or situation?

6. How many things do you have in common with this person?

7. Is the relationship respectful of your boundaries and the other person’s?

8. Are you able to say, “No,” to this person?

9. Does this person’s age or status influence your behavior in the relationship?

10. Does this person ever ask you to keep secrets?

Guidelines: 

1. Do not reveal personal information on the internet. That includes full names, school,

grade, address, phone, sports teams, church groups, etc. Those who want to exploit

young people will try to identify potential victims by learning about their activities

and schedule patterns.

2. Let a trusted adult know anytime you feel bullied. Know how to respond to bullies,

whether in an internet chat room, at school, or in another setting.

3. Understand that comments which devalue or criticize others for their physical

attributes, race, religion, economic status, etc., are not appropriate.

4. Avoid situations, which involve alcohol, drugs, and smoking, or other risk taking

behavior.

5. Be cautious about situations in which you are alone with an adult.

Your parents have received more information about activities that are unsafe and may 

be potentially dangerous.  I encourage you to talk with them about these situations 

that you might encounter. 
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Parent Take Home Sheet 

Safety PLAAN When Something Doesn’t Fit 

Lesson 4 Goal: Young people will be better able to safeguard their Circle of Grace from 

violations. 

In this lesson, we ask young people to identify three trusted adults (in addition to 

their parents). They were asked to consider the following criteria when identifying 

trusted adults. 

 Do these people respect your Circle of Grace?

 Do they respect their Circle of Grace?

 Do they respect the Circle of Grace of others you know?

Adults to be cautious of are those… 

 who enjoy having kids, rather than adults, as friends

 who tell you it’s OK to disobey the rules of parents or leaders

 who give you gifts that make you feel uncomfortable

 who plan “private” activities for you or other groups of young people

 who ask you to keep secrets.

Please contact these individuals to let them know you and your child have identified them 

as trusted adults. This can be done in person, by phone, or a letter. Being identified as a 

trusted adult will most likely make them feel honored as well as alert them to your safety 

plan for your young person.
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Lesson Grade 7 

Saying No to Disrespect Honoring Everyone’s 

Circle of Grace 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

 Belief in the works and presence of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit

 Christian faith requires a relationship with God and others

 We are called to model our faith in our words and actions

 We are called to make moral decisions consistent with Catholic teaching

 Vocations are God’s call to all

 We are all Children of God because of God’s creation and covenants

 Individual and cultural differences are gifts from God that should be respected

 Responsible relationships are based on love, honesty, and respect

 Skills such as listening, self‐disclosure, and compromise are necessary for faith filled

communications with others

Lesson Goal 

Young People will understand respect and disrespect within the context of their Circle of Grace. 

Lesson Objectives 

Young People will be able to: 

1. Recognize that everyone deserves respect as a person created and loved by God.

2. Recognize words and actions that are disrespectful as boundary violations.

3. Identify skills to resist disrespectful behavior as part of their safety PLAAN.

Sometimes young person reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in 

order to respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group environment. If 

this happens, tell the young person, “Thank you for sharing that,  .  That sounds really 

important.  I will talk to you about that later (at the end of class, at the break, as soon as 

humanly possible, etc.).” When this happens, be sure you talk to the young person at your 

first opportunity and alert the administration.  Remember that you are the responsible 

reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 

Special note to leaders: It is important to begin the lesson by explaining that God does not 

want or cause bad things to happen. There may be young people in every group who have 

already experienced unsafe or hurtful situations. Please be sensitive to this possibility.  God 

is with them even during difficult times. 
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Vocabulary 

1. Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God that always surrounds me and all others.

2. Trust: Being able to count on someone to help me to stay safe within my Circle of Grace.

3. Respect: Being kind to others and doing what is best for myself and others because I

honor all people as Children of God.

4. Disrespect: Treating with rudeness, insult and lack of respect.

5. Bullying: Any deliberate aggressive act by a person or group with the intent to inflict

harm (physical or emotional) on another person.

6. Cyber Bullying: The use of the internet, cell phones or other electronic devices to send or

post texts or images intended to hurt or embarrass another person.

7. Bystander: Someone who witnesses the bullying. They can have a negative or positive

influence on the bullying behavior.

Materials Needed 

1. Code of Conduct for Children and Youth for each student.

2. Word Blank List and Vocabulary Review (at the end of the lesson).

3. Parent Letter.

4. Whiteboard/Blackboard.

Opening Prayer 

Leader calls the young people to prayer by asking them to quiet themselves and join in the Sign of the 

Cross. Please listen quietly as I read from a letter that St. Paul wrote to the community at 

Philippi. 

Rejoice in the Lord always. I shall say it again: rejoice! Your kindness should be known to all. 

The Lord is near. Have no anxiety at all, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with 

thanksgiving, make your requests known to God. Then the peace of God that surpasses all 

understanding will guard your hearts and minds in Christ Jesus. 

Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is 

pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is gracious, if there is any excellence and if there is 

anything worthy of praise, think about these things. Keep on doing what you have learned 

and received and heard and seen in me. Then the God of peace will be with you. 

(Philippians 4:4‐9 from the New American Bible) 
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Getting Started 

Open the lesson with the following statements: 

 Today we are going to review Circle of Grace, look at behaviors that are disrespectful, and

then see if we can find some ways to resist doing or saying things that we know will hurt

others.

 We will also review the steps of our Safety PLAAN when others are disrespectful of us.

Lesson Development 

Vocabulary 

1. Briefly present the vocabulary words.

2. Distribute the Word Bank List and the Circle of Grace Vocabulary Review (at the end of the

lesson.)

3. Have the youth work individually or in small groups to complete the Vocabulary Review Activity.

4. Bullying, Cyber Bullying and Bystander are NOT in the Vocabulary review. This is because they

need to be addressed separately later in the lesson.

Review 

Summarize Circle of Grace with the following statements. 

 We have already learned about the Circle of Grace. Our Circle of Grace is the love and

goodness of God which always surround us.

 God is with us and within us in a special way. The Holy Spirit helps us to remember that

we belong to God; we are always in a special, holy place. God is present because He

wants a relationship with us.

 If we can remember that we are in our Circle of Grace, with God and surrounded by his

love, we will remember to behave with respect for ourselves and others.

Discussion 

Open discussion with the following. 

 We don’t always act in ways that are respectful. Take just a minute and think of a time

when someone your age was not respectful of your Circle of Grace. Pause.

 Now think of a time when you said or did something that was hurtful to someone your

age. Pause.

 These words and actions don’t belong in anyone’s Circle of Grace.

Continue discussion with the following. 

 Together we are going to make a list of some of the disrespectful behaviors that include

bullying.

 Write the words Bullying, Cyber Bullying and Bystander on the board. Discuss the

definitions.
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 Have the children identify how a bystander could have negative or positive influence on bullying

behavior.  Be sure these behaviors are identified and discussed.

I. Negative: Instigate, encourage, join in, passively accept.

II. Positive: Directly intervene by discouraging the bullying behavior, defending the victim or

redirecting the situation away from the bullying, getting help by rallying support or

reporting the behavior.

Have the young people brainstorm ideas of disrespectful behaviors/bullying as you list them on the board. 

Prompt as needed to include: Peer Pressure, Bullying, Excluding, Teasing, Purposefully Embarrassing, 

Gossiping, Being Dishonest, Being a False Friend. 

Activity 

Divide the young people into small groups. Have each small group select one or two disrespectful 

behaviors and then make a list of ways to resist the pressure to participate in those behaviors or make a list 

of how to be a helpful bystander if one is witnessing bullying behavior.  Suggested examples are: “No, 

that doesn’t interest me,” or, “I have decided not to do that.” 

Share ideas in a large group. Write on the board the combined list of appropriate words or actions to 

resist pressure.  Conclude discussion by summarizing the following: 

 Standing up for what is right sometimes means taking a risk.

 If no one laughs (joins in) you are taking the bully’s power away.

 You can stand up for another person’s Circle of Grace by not joining in.

 If you are the one being made fun of or disrespected, look around for the people who are

not laughing. They are resisting the pressure to join in the disrespectful behaviors. They

have qualities of someone who would be a good friend.  They are respecting your Circle

of Grace.

Activity ‐ Code of Conduct for Children and Young People 

Distribute the Code of Conduct to each student. Discuss the importance of giving their pledge so they 

will act consistent with the Catholic faith. Have the students take it home for the parents to sign and 

return to the leader.  Students should receive a copy of the Code of Conduct after the leader signs it. 

Optional Activity ‐ Divide the young people into small groups. The group’s task is to educate the 

younger students (third and fourth grade) on bullying and how to respond in a positive way. This can be 

done using a skit, writing, drawing or collage.  The class will vote on the best group’s project/activity. 

The project/activity will be given to the principal/director of religious education. 
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Discussion‐ Review Safety PLAAN Summary

1. Write on the board

P – Protect

L – Listen

A – Ask

A – Act

N – Notify

2. Review

 The first letter “P” stands for Protect with Respect

 How do you think respect can help us protect our Circle of Grace?

o Answers should include:

 respecting ourselves as a child of God

 respecting others because they are also Children of God

 keeping unsafe words, touches, and images out of our Circle of Grace.

 The letter “P” is about knowing that each of us has a Circle of Grace and respecting it.

 The letter “L” stands for Listen

 In every situation we need to remember that the Holy Spirit is always with us to help

us stay safe.

 The Holy Spirit gives us feelings or instincts and we need to listen to them.

 The letter “L” connects us with the Communion of Saints and the qualities we have

been given as expressions of God’s love.

 The letter “A” stands for Ask

 When you have an uncomfortable feeling, you are recognizing the Holy Spirit

helping you know that something is not right.

 The letter “A” asks: “Does this say, ‘Yes,’ to what God has called me to be? Does this

belong in my Circle of Grace?”

 There are some questions that the letter “A” reminds us to ask ourselves whenever

we are in a situation that makes us feel uncomfortable or that just doesn’t feel quite

right. The questions are also good ones to ask every so often even when we don’t get

a gut feeling ‐ sometimes asking the questions helps us to hear the Holy Spirit when

we did not remember that we needed to listen.

 Read each question allowing a few moments for quiet reflection between each.

1. How long have you known this person?

2. Is your knowledge of this person face‐to‐face?

3. How much do you know about this person?

4. How have you verified what this person has told you about themselves?
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5. What do your feelings (instincts) tell you about this person or situation?

6. How many things do you have in common with this person?

7. Is the relationship respectful of your boundaries and the other person’s?

8. Are you able to say, “No,” to this person?

9. Does this person’s age or status influence your behavior in the relationship?

10. Does this person ever ask you to keep secrets?

 The next letter “A” stands for Act

 To protect your Circle of Grace, you need to tell trusted adults you need help.

 There are other things you can do to protect your Circle of Grace when your parents

or trusted adults may not be around.  Some of them are:

1. Don’t reveal personal information on the internet. That includes full names,

school, grade, address, phone, sports teams, church groups, etc. Perpetrators

try to identify young people by learning about their activities and schedule

patterns. Be particularly cautious of social networking websites such as

myspace.com and personal blogs.

2. Stay away or get away from situations that make you feel uncomfortable.

3. Tactics may include saying, “No,” walking away, calling a parent.

4. Understand that comments about another person’s physical attributes, race,

religion, economic status, etc., which de‐value or criticize are never

appropriate.

5. Avoid unsafe situations, which involve alcohol, drugs, or smoking.

6. Be cautious about situations in which one is left alone with an adult.

 The last letter “N” stands for Notify

 Notify your parents or another trusted adult whenever someone has violated your

boundaries, such as manipulating to control you or not respecting your Circle of

Grace or someone else’s Circle of Grace.

 Think of three people besides your parents whom you can trust, whom you feel will

listen and would offer help.  Ask yourself these questions:

◦ Do these people respect your Circle of Grace?

◦ Do they respect their own Circle of Grace?

◦ Do they respect the Circle of Grace of other people you know?
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Continue by saying: 

 Trusted adults want what is best for you; they want your Circle of Grace to be

respected. Discuss with your parents the three other persons whom you feel are

trusted adults. Then let the trusted adults know you have chosen them. Share with

them what Circle of Grace means to you. Today is a good day to start those

conversations.

Closing Prayer 

Call the young people to prayer by asking them to quietly reflect on disrespectful behaviors that they may 

have seen, received, or done to others. Remind them that as Catholics we have access to the healing grace 

of God through the Sacrament of Reconciliation. Invite them to listen as you pray, beginning with the 

Sign of the Cross: 

With each new day, I am growing up, Lord. I want 

to be a person close to Your Heart. 

It’s very hard I think, 

to make the choices You desire 

which are always best for me. 

Today’s culture 

would have me think otherwise especially 

when it is about respecting others 

and standing up for what is right. 

I pray that You will help me and guide me. 

Let me share each day, 

my talents where they are needed, 

and, when You prompt me with Your Holy Spirit, let me 

have the courage to be generous and open to  

do what you want. 

Amen. 
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Parent Take Home Activity 

Grade 7: Saying No to Disrespect 

Honoring Everyone’s Circle of Grace 

Dear Parent, 

We presented the Circle of Grace Lesson “SAYING NO to Disrespect, Honoring Everyone’s 

Circle of Grace” to your Child. The goal of the lesson was to help the youth understand and 

combat negative behavior especially bullying.  Your child has received a Circle of Grace Code 

of Conduct contract. 

Please sign and review with your child.  The contract should be sent back to class the following 

week. 

Thank you for your support of the Circle of Grace program. It is essential and appreciated as we 

strive to provide the safest possible environment for our children.
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Code of Conduct for Children and Young People 

I understand that I am created by God and live in the love of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 

I understand that God does not want or cause bad things to happen. 

I understand that God is with me even when I am hurting or sad. 

I understand the Circle of Grace that God gives me and others. 

I understand that I can help stamp out “bullying” by not being a silent bystander. 

I understand that speaking out and taking positive actions when bullying occurs makes a difference. 

Because of this understanding when I interact with someone, either in person or when using 

technology such as texting and social networking, I will strive to: 

 Have my actions be safe and show respect toward myself and others.

 Have my words and actions represent the truth.

 Identify and maintain appropriate and healthy boundaries and relationships.

 Talk with my parents/trusted adult if I have concerns (bullying) or if there is a question that these

boundaries are violated.

Student Teacher 

Parent Date 
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Bullying Prevention Resources 

Nickelodeon Bullying Campaign 
www.nick.com 

Cyberbullying Research Center 

www.cyberbully.us 

Stop Bullying Now 

www.stopbullying.gov 

Pacer National Bullying Prevention Center 

www.pacer.org/bullying 

Netsmartz Cyberbullying 

www.netsmartz.org/Cyberbullying 

Bullying.org 

www.bullying.org 

Boys Town National Hotline 

1‐800‐448‐3000 

hotline@boystown.org 
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Word Bank List for the 

Vocabulary Review Puzzle 

1 1 Boundary 12. Relationship

2 2. Circle of Grace 13. Respect

3 3. Culture 14. Safe

4 4. Empathy 15. Safe Secret

5 5. Feelings 16. Signal

6 6. Grace 17. Symbol

7 7. Greed 18. Talent

8 8. Healthy 19. Trust

9 9. Holy 20. Trusted Adult

10. Holy Spirit 21. Unsafe
Touch

11. Honesty 22. Value
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Lesson Grade 8 

How to Be Morally Responsible in Today’s 

Culture 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

 Belief in the works and presence of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit

 Christian faith requires a relationship with God and others

 We are called to model our faith in our words and actions

 We are called to make moral decisions consistent with Catholic teaching

 Vocations are God’s call to all

 We are all Children of God because of God’s creation and covenants

 Individual and cultural differences are gifts from God that should be respected

 Responsible relationships are based on love, honesty, and respect

 Skills such as listening, self‐disclosure and compromise are necessary for faith filled

communications with others

Lesson Goal 

Students will identify values that reflect moral decisions. 

Lesson Objectives 

Young People will be able to: 

1. Recognize that Catholic Christians have specific moral values

2. Identify those values and how they fit into their Circle of Grace

3. Understand those values and how they may oppose cultural values

4. Recognize that our understanding of values assists us in keeping appropriate

boundaries in our Circle of Grace

5. Know how to seek help when something unsafe threatens their Circle of Grace

Sometimes young people reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in 

order to respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the classroom. If this 

happens, tell the young person,  “Thank you  for  sharing that,  .   That sounds 

really important. I will talk to you about that later (at the end of class, at the break, as 

soon as humanly possible, etc.).” When this happens, be sure you talk to the young 

person at your first opportunity and alert the administration. Remember that you are  

the responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 
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Vocabulary 

1. Value: A principle, standard, or quality considered desirable.

2. Morality: The way we put our beliefs into action for good.

3. Conscience: The gift from God that helps us to know the difference between right

and wrong. 

4. Trust: Being able to count on someone to help me to stay safe within my Circle of

Grace.

5. Trusted Adult: A grown‐up who helps me to stay safe in my Circle of Grace and to

respect others within their Circle of Grace.

6. Respect: Being kind to others and doing what is best for myself and others because I

honor all people as Children of God.

7. Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God that always surrounds me and all

others. 

8. Sexuality: Everything that makes us female or male. This includes feelings,

attitudes, values, relationships, and ideas.

9. Modesty: The virtue that respects, honors, and protects privacy: the quality of

avoiding extremes of emotion, action, dress, and language. Modesty respects my

boundaries and the boundaries of others.

Materials Needed 

1. A Bible for reference if needed

2. A Catechism of the Catholic Church for reference if needed

3. Vocabulary Worksheet for each young person (see the end of Grade 8 Lesson).

4. A Ten Commandments Worksheet for each young person (see the end of Grade 8

Lesson).

5. Parent Take Home Letter and the “Take Home ‐ Ten Commandments” Worksheet.

6. A blank sheet of paper for each young person.

7. White board or chalk board.

8. Copies of the Opening and Closing Prayer (see the end of Grade 8 Lesson.)

Opening Prayer 

Call the youth to quiet down and recognize the Lord’s presence in their midst. 

The prayer can be read to the young people or they can be given a copy of the prayer to say together 

(see the end of Grade 8 Lesson). 
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My God, 

love my inmost heart. 

Love the person inside me that fears the world, not the 

facade I portray to the world. 

This image is not my inmost heart, 

it only masks the person You made me to be. 

This person is trapped in me, afraid to break free, in fear 

of the world and what people say. 

Lord, help the person You made me to be break 

through the act I show the world. What I believe is 

so important to me, though the world may not see 

that, it is true. 

Help me to show the world my beliefs. 

I realize now that if I shut out the inmost heart, my true 

real self will be trapped forever. 

Your divine power is with me always, God. 

You know my inmost heart. 

I speak to You as the person You made me to be. 

Speaking to You frees my inmost heart. 

Amen. 

Getting Started 

Review 

Summarize Circle of Grace: 

1. We have learned about Circle of Grace before. Our Circle of Grace is the love and

goodness of God that always surrounds us.

2. God is with us and within us in a special way. The Holy Spirit helps us to remember

that we belong to God.  We are always in a special, holy place.

3. If we can remember that we are in a Circle of Grace, with God and surrounded by his

love, we will remember to behave with respect for ourselves and others.

Discuss how their understanding of the Circle of Grace has changed or remained the same. 

It is important to begin the lesson by explaining that God does not want or cause 

bad things to happen. There will be young people who have already experienced 

unsafe or hurtful situations.  We want our young people to understand that God 

is with them and for them even when they are hurting or sad. 
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4. There may be some things you liked in your Circle of Grace when you were younger

but do not like now.  Example: endearing family nicknames.

5. We are always changing, but God’s love is constant and forever present.

Vocabulary Large Group Activity 

Present the definition of Circle of Grace. Ask the group what would our culture say about this 

concept? 

Next, pass out the Vocabulary Worksheet. Complete the worksheet with the group. Example: We 

value life, what does the culture value?  I.e. money, pleasure, etc.  Write answers on the board. 

Lesson Development 

Introduction 

 Discuss and define “Catholic Values” and list them on the board.

 Use the Ten Commandments Worksheet as a guideline (see the end of Grade 8 Lesson).

What are some ways we learn about the values of today’s “Popular Culture”? 

Make a list on the board, e.g. news, TV, internet, movies, friends. 

Today we are going to compare and contrast our Catholic values with what popular culture 

tells us is important.  For example, our Catholic faith teaches us to put God first and 

worship only Him. On the other hand, popular culture often teaches us to put ourselves 

first, not God. The Ten Commandment Worksheet will help you begin to compare and 

contrast. 

1. Divide students into small groups. Hand out the Ten Commandments Worksheet to each

group.

2. When the worksheet is completed, give each student a blank sheet of paper and have them

make a personal list of what they value, both concrete and abstract (e.g. friends, family, faith,

music, and independence.)

3. Bring students back to the large group. Have them share what they wrote on their

worksheet.

4. Talk specifically about Catholic moral values and how they compare to popular culture’s

values.

5. Discuss how both sets of values relate to the sacredness of the Circle of Grace.

6. Direct the young people to look at their personal list of values. Where do these values fit into

the Circle of Grace?

7. Discuss how some things might fit into both sets of values. For example, you have a friend

who drinks. You value the friendship, but must set boundaries as to how you spend time

together.  Always talk to a trusted adult.

8. Provide the student with the Parent Take Home Letter and Ten Commandments Worksheet.

Instruct the students to complete the worksheet with their parents and have their parents sign

off on it.  Students are to turn in the signed worksheet.
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Discussion ‐ Being Morally Responsible 

1. Who or what helps you to make the right choices or decisions based on Catholic

values? According to the Ten Commandments, what behaviors are right and what

behaviors are wrong? What choices should you make based on the discussion about

the Ten Commandments?

2. Why is it sometimes hard to follow your Catholic values over cultural values?

3. What are some ways we can resist the pressure to choose popular cultural values

over what our Catholic values?  (List on the board.)

4. Review PLAAN (see the end of grade 8 Lesson).

Closing Prayer 

Call the youth to quiet down and recognize the Lord’s presence in their midst. The prayer can be 

read to the young people or they can be given a copy of the prayer to say together (see the end of 

Grade 8 Lesson). 

With each new day that dawns I am growing up, Lord. 

It’s not too soon to be thinking of the person I want to become. 

It’s very hard, I think, 

to make the choices You desire 

which are always best for me, 

even though today’s culture would have me think otherwise. 

I pray that You will help me and guide me. 

Let me share, each day, 

my talents where they are needed, 

and, when You prompt me with Your Holy Spirit, let me 

have the courage to be generous and open to do what You 

want. 

Amen. 
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Opening Prayer 

My God, 

love my inmost heart. 

Love the person inside me that fears the world, not the 

facade I portray to the world. 

This image is not my inmost heart, 

it only masks the person You made me to be. 

This person is trapped in me, afraid to break free, in fear 

of the world and what people say. 

Lord, help the person You made me to be break 

through the act I show the world. What I believe is 

so important to me, though the world may not see 

that, it is true. 

Help me to show the world my beliefs. 

I realize now that if I shut out the inmost heart, my true 

real self will be trapped forever. 

Your divine power is with me always, God. 

You know my inmost heart. 

I speak to You as the person You made me to be. 

Speaking to You frees my inmost heart. 

Amen. 
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Vocabulary Worksheet 
List a value in popular culture that may be in conflict with each vocabulary word. 

FAITH’S PERSPECTIVE                      CULTURE’S PERSPECTIVE 

1. Value ‐ A principle, standard, or quality

considered desirable.

As Catholics we value “life”. 

2. Conscience ‐ The gift from God that helps

us to know the difference between right

and wrong.

A conscience helps us stay close to God.

3. Sexuality ‐ Everything that makes us

female or male. This includes feelings,

attitudes, values, relationships, and ideas.

Our sexuality is never separate from who we 

are as children of God 

4. Modesty ‐ The virtue that respects, honors,

and protects privacy; the quality of

avoiding extremes of emotion, action, 

dress, and language. 

Appearance and actions are consistent with 

who we really are 

5. Morality ‐ The way we put our beliefs into

action for good.

Our faith is evident by our actions 

6. Trust ‐ Counting on someone to help us to

stay safe within our Circle of Grace

Our trust is in the Lord 

7. Respect ‐ Being kind to others and doing

what is best for ourselves and others

because we honor all people as Children

of God.

The Golden Rule 
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Ten Commandments Worksheet 

List a value in popular culture that may be in conflict with each commandment. 

OUR FAITH’S 

10 COMMANDMENTS 

POPULAR CULTURE’S 

TOP COMMANDMENTS 

1. I am the LORD your God:

You shall not have strange gods

before me.

‐Put God first, worship only HIM

2. You shall not take the name of the

LORD your God in vain.

‐Use God’s name with respect

3. Remember to keep the Lord’s Day

Holy.

‐Mass on Sunday and Holy Days

4. Honor your father and mother.

‐Respect your parents

5. You shall not kill.

‐Do not hurt others physically or

emotionally

6. You shall not commit adultery.

‐Be faithful in marriage; respect the

dignity of the body

7. You shall not steal.

‐Respect other’s belongings

8. You shall not bear false witness

against your neighbor.

‐Do not lie, gossip or spread rumors

9. You shall not covet your neighbor’s

wife.

‐All are called to respect the

relationship between a husband and

a wife

10. You shall not covet your neighbor’s

goods.

‐Do not be envious of what others

possess
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Parent Take Home Activity 

Grade 8: How to be Morally Responsible in Today’s Culture 

Dear Parent, 

We presented the Circle of Grace Lesson”How To Be Morally Responsible in Today’s 

Culture” to your child. 

The goal of the lesson was to help the children recognize how popular culture can influence 

our Circle of Grace. Popular culture can have a positive or negative influence in our desire to 

obey the Ten Commandments and live our faith to its fullest. 

Please complete and sign the worksheet with your child. The worksheet needs to be returned 

at your child’s next session. 

Thank you for your support of the Circle of Grace program. It is essential and appreciated as 

we strive to provide the safest possible environment for our children. 
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“TAKE HOME” Ten Commandments Worksheet 

Parents are to do this take home activity with their child. List a value in popular culture that 

may be in conflict with each commandment. When completed, please sign and return to the 

parish/ school. 

Parent signature: 

OUR FAITH’S 

10 COMMANDMENTS 

POPULAR CULTURE’S 

TOP COMMANDMENTS 

1. I am the LORD your God:

You shall not have strange gods before me.

‐Put God first, worship only HIM

2. You shall not take the name of the LORD

your God in vain.

‐Use God’s name with respect

3. Remember to keep the Lord’s Day holy.

‐Mass on Sunday and Holy Days

4. Honor your father and mother.

‐Respect your parents

5. You shall not kill.

‐Do not hurt others, physically or

emotionally

6. You shall not commit adultery.

‐Be faithful in marriage; respect the dignity

of the body

7. You shall not steal.

‐Respect other’s belongings

8. You shall not bear false witness against

your neighbor.

‐Do not lie, gossip or spread rumors

9. You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife.

‐All are called to respect the relationship

between a husband and a wife

10. You shall not covet your neighbor’s goods.

‐Do not be envious of what others possess
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‘PLAAN’ Summary 

1. Write on the board:

P ‐ Protect

L ‐ Listen 

A ‐ Ask 

A ‐ Act 

N ‐ Notify 

2. Review

 The first letter “P” stands for Protect with Respect.

 How do you think respect can help us protect our Circle of Grace?

o Answers should include:

 respecting ourselves as a child of God

 respecting others because they are also Children of God

 keeping unsafe words, touches, and images out of our Circle of Grace

 The letter “P” is about knowing that each of us has a Circle of Grace and respecting

it.

 The letter “L” stands for Listen.

 In every situation we need to remember that the Holy Spirit is always with us to

help us stay safe.

 The Holy Spirit gives us feelings or instincts, and we need to listen to them.

 The letter “L” connects us with the Communion of Saints and the qualities we

have been given as expressions of God’s love.

 The letter “A” stands for Ask.

 When you have an uncomfortable feeling, you are recognizing the Holy Spirit

helping you know that something is not right.

 The letter “A” asks: “Does this say, ‘Yes,’ to what God has called me to be? Does

this belong in my Circle of Grace?”

 There are some questions that the letter “A” reminds us to ask ourselves whenever

we are in a situation that makes us feel uncomfortable or that just doesn’t feel

quite right. The questions are also good ones to ask every so often even when we

don’t get a gut feeling. Sometimes asking the questions helps us to hear the Holy

Spirit when we did not remember that we needed to listen.

 Read each question allowing a few moments for quiet reflection between each.

1. How long have you known this person?

2. Is your knowledge of this person face‐to‐face?

3. How much do you know about this person?
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4. How have you verified what this person has told you about themselves?

5. What do your feelings (instincts) tell you about this person or situation?

6. How many things do you have in common with this person?

7. Is the relationship respectful of your boundaries and the other person’s?

8. Are you able to say, “No,” to this person?

9. Does this person’s age or status influence your behavior in the relationship?

10. Does this person ever ask you to keep secrets?

 The next letter “A” stands for Act.

 To protect your Circle of Grace you need to tell trusted adults you need help.

 There are other things you can do to protect your Circle of Grace when your

parents or trusted adults may not be around.  Some of them are:

1. Don’t reveal personal information on the internet. This includes full

names, school, grade, address, phone, sports teams, church groups, etc.

Perpetrators try to identify young people by learning about their activities

and schedule patterns. Be particularly cautious of social networking

websites such as myspace.com and personal blogs.

2. Stay away or get away from situations that make you feel uncomfortable.

3. Tactics may include saying, “No,” walking away, calling a parent.

4. Understand that comments about another persons’ physical attributes,

race, religion, economic status, etc., that de‐value or criticize are never

appropriate.

5. Avoid unsafe situations, which involve alcohol, drugs, and smoking.

6. Be cautious about situations in which one is left alone with an adult.

 The last letter “N” stands for Notify.

 Notify your parents or another trusted adult whenever someone or has violated

your boundaries, such as manipulating to control you or not respecting your

Circle of Grace or someone else’s Circle of Grace.

 Think of three people besides your parents whom you can trust, whom you feel

will listen and would offer help. Ask yourself these questions:

o Do these people respect your Circle of Grace?

o Do they respect their own Circle of Grace?

o Do they respect the Circle of Grace of other people that you know?

Trusted adults want what is best for you. They want your Circle of Grace to be respected. 

Discuss with your parents the three other persons whom you feel are trusted adults. 

Then let the trusted adults know you have chosen them. Share with them what Circle of 

Grace means to you.  Today is a good day to start those conversations. 
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Closing Prayer 

With each new day that dawns I am growing up, Lord. 

It’s not too soon to be thinking of the person I want to become. 

It’s very hard, I think, 

to make the choices You desire which are always 

best for me, 

even though today’s culture would have me think otherwise. 

I pray that You will help me and guide me. 

Let me share, each day, 

my talents where they are needed, 

and, when You prompt me with Your Holy Spirit, let me have the 

courage to be generous and open to do what You want. 

Amen. 
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High School Alternate Lesson 

For Parish Religious Education Programs and Youth 

Ministry Programs 9-12th Grade 

These lessons may be used in any order. 

See sample chart. 
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High School Alternate Lesson 1 

Circle of Grace  Again…Really?

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

 Church teaching revealed in the Creed that applies to our daily lives

 Human relationships are intended to be experiences of Divine Love

 Personal relationship with God

 Belief in the Communion of Saints

 Live responsibly as fully initiated members of the Church

 Discipleship is our call to holiness

 The relationship between the love of God our love of self and our love of others

 The image of God is in ourselves and others

Lesson Objective 

Young People will be able to: 

1. Identify and define the key components of the Circle of Grace and Circle of Virtue

2. Identify realistic ways to cultivate a relationship with God

3. Know appropriate responses to unsafe situations

Materials Needed 

1. Copies of the Summary of the Key Concepts of Circle of Grace, Circle of Grace Collage and

the Circle of Virtue Worksheet for each student.

2. White poster board for each group

3. Newspaper, magazines, art supplies (supplied by leader) for each group.

4. Whiteboard/Blackboard

5. (Optional) Unmasking Sexual Con Games 3rd Edition, Helping Teens Avoid Emotional

Grooming and Dating Violence by Kathleen M. McGee and Laura J. Buddenberg

6. How to Pray: 6 Tips for a Better Prayer Life, Aaron Hosteller, Life Teen

Sometimes young people reveal personal information or details about incidents that, 

in order to respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group 

environment.  If this happens, tell the young person, “Thank you for sharing that, 

.  That sounds really important.  I will talk to you about that later (at the end 

of class, at the break, as soon as humanly possible, etc.).” When this happens, be sure 

you talk to the young person at your first opportunity and alert the administration. 

Remember that you are the responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 
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Opening Prayer: 

God, 

We ask for Your guidance and a little more: 

guidance in relationships, 

guidance in decisions, 

guidance in love, 

and guidance in worshiping You. Amen. 

Getting Started 

Vocabulary Review ‐ 

Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God that always surrounds me and all others. 

Circle of Virtue: Our response to the invitation of God’s grace by cultivating goodness and 

virtue in our lives. 

Introduction and Discussion‐ 

Many of you have participated in the Circle of Grace curriculum for several years. You may be 

thinking “I already know this stuff”. Now that you are teens, let’s explore the following 

question: “Do you really BELIEVE the curriculum’s core concept?” 

This concept is: 

God gives each of us a Circle of Grace where He is always “Present”. 

He is “Present” because He desires a relationship with us! 

Give the youth an opportunity to respond to the question. Prompt them to identify when it is hard to 

believe this concept and when it is easy.  Write the responses on the board. 

The more we cultivate our relationship with God (Circle of Virtue) the more He is able to guide 

and help us in our lives. 

 What does cultivate mean?

 Does cultivating a relationship with God take time?

 What other elements does it take?

 Is it hard to cultivate a relationship with God in a culture that is so immediate?

Give the youth an opportunity to respond to the questions. Prompt them to identify when it is hard to 

believe the Circle of Virtue concept and when it is easy.  Write the responses on the board. 
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Activity ‐ 

1) Pass out the Summary of the Key Concepts of Circle of Grace, Circle of Grace Collage and a Circle of

Virtue Worksheet.  (Copies at the end of the lesson)

2) Divide the class into several groups.

3) Supply them with newspapers, magazines, art supplies and a white poster board.

4) Give the group 20‐30 minutes to make a collage using the Circle of Grace Collage .

5) Next, have the group complete the Circle of Virtue worksheet.

6) Bring them together in a large group.

7) Have each group present and explain their collage.

8) Lead a large group discussion reviewing the Circle of Virtue worksheet.

Discussion – 

Hopefully we now have a better understanding of the Circle of Grace and the Circle of Virtue. It 

is important to remember that all relationships take time and need cultivation. Let’s brainstorm 

ways to help remind us of these concepts. In our “texting” culture, OMG is frequently used but 

in a disrespectful and negative way. Let’s develop positive text abbreviations that will remind 

us of what we learned today. We are going to take the five points under each concept and 

brainstorm possible abbreviations. An example is COG can represent God is “present” in our 

Circle of Grace. 

Write each of the five points (on the handouts) under the headings Circle of Grace and Circle of Virtue. 

Write down the youth’s ideas under each point. After you have several ideas have the youth vote for their 

favorite one under each heading. Pass out file cards and instruct the students to write down these 

abbreviations. Have them write down the name of 2‐3 adults they can talk to if they have concerns. 

Take Home Activity ‐ Instruct the youth to take home the handouts and cards to review with 

their parents. Handouts and cards need to be signed by a parent and brought back to the next 

session. 
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Closing Prayer: 
God help me slow down 

and be present to Your everlasting love. 

Help me have REAL conversations with You that 

guide and heal my brokenness. 

Cultivate in my heart Your truth and help 

me respond to Your Grace. 

Give me courage to reject the lie that 

You are a “distant” God. 

Bless me with the gift of discernment, 

knowing Your compassion and love is not relative but 

eternal. 

Your greatest desire from me is 

my sincere “yes”. 

Amen 
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“Circle of Grace” Collage 

1. God gives each of us a Circle of Grace  where He is always “Present”:

How do we know He is “Present”? 

Display section one of your collage with images that answer this question. 

2. God is “Present” because He desires a relationship with us.

What does a relationship with God look like? 

Display section two of your collage with images that answer this question. 

3. God helps us know what belongs in our Circle of Grace

How does God let us know when something/someone is safe?

What signs/prompts does He give us? 

Display section three of your collage with images that answers these questions. 

4. God helps us know what does not belong in our Circle of Grace

How does God let us know when something/someone is not safe?

What signs/prompts does He give us? 

Display section four of your collage with images that answers these questions. 

5. God helps us know when to ask for help from someone we trust.

How do we know when we need to ask for help? How do we know who to go to? 

Display section five of your collage with images that answers these questions. 
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“Circle of Virtue” Handout 
Please put the answers on the back of this handout 

1) God gives us the free will to respond positively to His grace. This
response is the Circle of Virtue

Name several virtues that indicate that someone has a close relationship with God

Who in your life exhibits these virtues?

What do these virtues tell us about the person?

Name someone in the media who models these virtues

2) God is “Present” because He desires a relationship with us.

Why does HE desire a relationship with us?

Do we believe that our relationship with God is both real and “relational”?

What makes it real?

What makes it relational?

3. God can guide and help us in our lives when we cultivate a relationship with Him

Is this a true statement?  If so, why?  If not, why?

Would a stranger or a friend be better equipped to help you with your concerns?

Are friends better able to help us because they truly “know” us?

What steps can be taken to make sure God is not a stranger in our lives?

What virtues do we need to cultivate a relationship with Him?

4. God gives us signs/promptings (internal and external) that something is wrong

Name some internal and external signs.

How do we know that these are from God?

Is it possible not to recognize the signs? Why?

What virtues do we need in order to be able to listen to God’s prompting?

5. God helps us know when to ask for help from someone we trust.
Name a time when someone was truly there for you. Was God present?

Do we believe God gives us signs so we can seek help?
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“Circle of Virtue” Handout 

Leaders Guide 
1) God gives us the free will to respond positively to His grace.

This response is the Circle of Virtue

Name several virtues that indicate that someone has a close relationship with God.

Possible answers: Kindness, honesty, compassion

Who in your life exhibits these virtues?

Possible answers: Parents, friends, teachers

What do these virtues tell us about the person?

Possible answers: They are trustworthy, faithful, good friend

Name someone in the media who models these virtues.

Possible answers: First responders in tragedies, popular musicians raising money for hurricane survivors

2) God is “Present” because He desires a relationship with us.
Why does He desire a relationship with us?

Possible answers: Because He loves us, He sees our goodness

Do we believe that our relationship with God is both real and “relational”?

What makes it real?

Possible answers: Scripture, Liturgy, made in His image

What makes it relational?

Possible answers: He shows His love in the Sacraments, our loved ones reflect His compassion

3) God can guide and help us in our lives when we cultivate a relationship with Him
Is this a true statement? If so, why? If not, why?

Possible answers: Taking time in our relationship with God allows us access to His graces

Would a stranger or a friend be better equipped to help you with your concerns?

Possible answers: A friend because they know you, you can trust a friend

Are friends better able to help us because they truly “know” us?

Possible answers: Usually friends understand and can tell when something is bothering us.

What steps can be taken to make sure God is not a stranger in our lives?

Possible answers: We can take time to talk to Him, try to understand His Word (Scripture)

What virtues do we need to cultivate a relationship with Him?

Possible answers: Honesty, humility, openness

4) God gives us signs/prompting (internal and external) that something is wrong

Name some internal and external signs
Possible answers: Question what you are hearing or seeing in a situation, worry that you are going to get into trouble

or be unsafe, friends warn you to stay away from a situation

How do we know that these are from God?
Possible answers: They warn us about potential concerns

Is it possible not to recognize the signs? Why?

Possible answers: Yes, if we are ignoring our relationships with God and our loved ones

What virtues do we need to be able to listen to God’s prompting?
Possible answers: Prudence, hope, understanding

5) God helps us know when to ask for help from someone we trust.

Name a time when someone was truly there for you. Was God present?

Do we believe God gives us signs so we can seek help?
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Opening Prayer 

God, 

We ask for Your guidance and a little more: 

guidance in relationships, 

guidance in decisions, 

guidance in love, 

and guidance in worshiping You. 

Amen. 

Closing Prayer 

God help me slow down 

and be present to Your everlasting love. 

Help me have REAL conversations with You 

that guide and heal my brokenness. 

Cultivate in my heart Your truth 

and help me respond to Your Grace. 

Give me courage to reject the lie 

that You are a “distant” God. 

Bless me with the gift of discernment, 

knowing Your compassion and love is not relative 

but eternal. 

Your greatest desire from me 

is my sincere “yes”. 

Amen 
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Circle of Grace 

A.C.T.I.O.N.-Steps Needed When Concerns

Don’t Go Away 

High School Alternate Lesson 2 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

Church teaching revealed in the Creed applies to our daily lives

Human relationships are intended to be experiences of Divine Love

Personal covenant with God

Live responsibly as fully initiated members of the Church

Discipleship is our call to holiness

The relationship between the love of God, our love of self, and our love of others

The image of God is in ourselves and others

Lesson Objective 

Young People will be able to: 

1. Identify and understand key steps to be safe in uncomfortable situations

2. Understand the connection between acting safe and our Circle of Grace

3. Recognize that acting safe protects the true person.

4. Recognize ways youth are pressured to ignore taking actions in unsafe situations.

5. Identify appropriate responses when one is confronted with inappropriate interactions

or violations.

Materials Needed 

1. Whiteboard or chalkboard

2. Art supplies for the skits

3. Props for the skits

Sometimes young people reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in 

order to respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group environment. 

If this happens, tell the young person, “Thank you for sharing that,  . That 

sounds really important. I will talk to you about that later (at the end of class, at the 

break, as soon as humanly possible, etc.).” When this happens, be sure you talk to the 

young person at your first opportunity and alert the administration. Remember that 

you are the responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 
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Opening Prayer: 

God, 

We ask for Your guidance and a little more: 

guidance in relationships, 

guidance in decisions, 

guidance in love, 

and guidance in worshiping You. 

Amen. 

Getting Started 

Today we are going to talk about how to take action in unsafe situations. Sometimes it is hard to 

know what to do when we are in an uncomfortable situation. We may worry about what others 

think, about making someone mad or about becoming unpopular by going against the crowd. 

Let’s look at the acronym A.C.T.I.O.N. It will help us identify and discuss what to do in unsafe 

situations. Write the acronym A.C.T.I.O.N. on the board. 

A – Attention: WHY you are uncomfortable? 

C – Conscience: WHAT is it telling you? 

T ‐ Trust your instincts: The Holy Spirit PROMPTS us to be safe. 

I – Information: What are friends or family saying about the person/situation? 

O – Options: Look at all CHOICES.  Which ones will keep you safe? 

N ‐ No one is alone: SEEK help from a trusted adult! 

Let’s discuss each of the letters of the acronym. 

Attention: WHY you are uncomfortable?

Pay attention to who or what makes you uncomfortable. Are you uncomfortable with 

what someone else is saying or doing? With an activity or situation? Did someone 

change plans without telling you? 

Example: You tell your parents that you are going to a movie with a friend. When the friend 

picks you up she tells you the plans have changed and the two of you are now going to a 

party instead.  What are some other examples?  List them on the board. 

Conscience: WHAT is it telling you?

Is someone asking you to do something that you know, deep down, is wrong? 

Example: Some friends are over at your house. One friend suggests going to an unpopular 

classmate’s social networking page and pretend to be someone who is “interested” in 

him/her. You know this is lying and may hurt someone, but you worry what your friends 

will think. Why is it so difficult to stand up for what is right?  What are some other 

examples?  List them on the board. 
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Trust your instincts: The Holy Spirit PROMPTS us to be safe.

If you think it might not be safe then it probably isn’t. Those thoughts and gut 

feelings are promptings from the Holy Spirit to help us stay safe. Pay attention to the 

internal warning signs that someone or something is not safe. 

Example: Your friend has been distant lately. She seems depressed and has dropped out of 

most activities. You have noticed that she is wearing long sleeve shirts even when it is warm 

outside. You are concerned that she might be cutting. What should you do?  Should you 

listen to the prompting of the Holy Spirit or ignore it? What other information do you need? 

What are some examples?  List them on the board. 

Information: What are your friends and family saying about the person/situation?

It is important to listen to the prompting of the Holy Spirit and to those people in our 

lives that care for us. 

Example: You are currently “going out” with an upper classmate. One of your friends saw 

him romantically kissing someone else. If your friend were to tell you, would you believe it? 

What might one of your trusted adults say about this? What are some other examples? 

List them on the board. 

Options: Look at all your CHOICES, which choices will keep you safe?

It is important to look at all the options when in a difficult situation. There may be 

several safe choices. 

Example: You are at a party with a friend and a lot of other people you don’t know. 

Someone starts taking pictures with a phone asking for suggestive poses. When asked you 

say something funny to get out of the situation. What are some other ways you could handle 

the situation?  What are some other examples? List them on the board. 

No one is alone: SEEK help from a trusted adult.

Many teens think no one understands what they are going through. When you are 

confused or in an uncomfortable situation it is important to discuss it with an adult 

you trust. 

Example: Your family has been going through a difficult time lately and there is a lot of 

arguing at home. It has disrupted your sleep and you are finding it difficult to concentrate at 

school. You finally get the courage to make an appointment with the school counselor. Who 

are some other adults you could go to? What would you tell a friend to do who was having 

this problem?  What are some other examples?  List on the board 

Activity: What Would You Do? 

Divide the youth into several groups. 

Give each group at least two of the examples (the examples above and those identified by youth) 

Have them develop a skit using the examples. Remind them to act out the skits respectfully. 

Each skit should have a couple of endings. 

The group should identify a narrator for the skit. 
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The narrator will ask “What would you do?“ before they act out the first 

ending. The Audience will vote for the: 

 Safest ending

 Most common ending

The leader will keep track of the votes for each skit. 

Large Group Discussion: 

Let’s discuss the skits and the different endings. 

How hard is it to make safe choices? Do adults see safety differently than youth? Why or why 

not? Do you believe that the Holy Spirit can prompt us to be safe as the Circle of Grace concept 

tell us?  Summary is in the front of the lesson. 

Allow for a few responses. Write them on the board. 

Review 

It is important for young people to understand the relationship between the Circle of Virtue and the 

Circle of Grace. The Circle of Grace is always present and never leaves us.  Our Circle of Virtue is our 

response to our Circle of Grace and can change due to our free will. 

Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God that always surrounds me and others. 

Circle of Virtue: Our response to the invitation of God’s grace by cultivating goodness 

and virtue in our lives. 

Remember that our openness to having an intimate relationship with God will allow one to 

hear the Holy Spirit’s prompting more clearly in unsafe situations. 

Final Summary: 

Below are some ways a young person can seek help if they are pressured or experience 

violations of their personal boundaries.  Do you have other ideas on how to be 

safe? 
Give youth a chance to respond to the question. Write each bullet and the youths responses on the board.  
Ask the youth to write down the bullet points on a piece of paper. 

Have them list under each bullet an example talked about in class. Assign students to take it 

home and discuss with their parents. Paper needs to be signed by a parent and returned the 

next class period. 

 Listen to your gut, it is the Holy Spirit prompting you that something is wrong. Learn to 

recognize the settings and interactions that can get you into uncomfortable situations. 

 When someone pressures you, try to take yourself out of the situation. 

 You can free yourself from unhealthy relationships by seeking help from a trusted adult. 

 Tell someone who can help you. Talk to someone you trust – parent, professional, 

counselor, or other trusted adults. 
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Closing Prayer: 

God help me slow down 

and be present to Your everlasting love. 

Help me have REAL conversations with You 

that guide and heal my brokenness. 

Cultivate in my heart Your truth and 

help me respond to Your Grace. 

Give me courage to reject the lie 

that you are a “distant” God. 

Bless me with the gift of discernment, 

knowing Your compassion and love is not relative 

but eternal. 

Your greatest desire from me 

is my sincere “yes”. 

Amen 
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Opening Prayer 

God, 

We ask for Your guidance and a 

little more: guidance in 

relationships, 

guidance in 

decisions, 

guidance in love, 

and guidance in worshiping You. 

Amen 

Closing Prayer 

God help me slow down 

and be present to Your 

everlasting love. 

Help me have REAL 

conversations with You that 

guide and heal my brokenness. 

Cultivate in my heart 

Your truth and help me 

respond to Your Grace. 

Give me courage to 

reject the lie that 

You are a “distant” 

God. 

Bless me with the gift of 

discernment, knowing Your 

compassion and love is not relative 

but eternal. 

Your greatest 

desire from me is 

my sincere “yes”. 

Amen 
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Circle of Grace 

Modesty: 

A Thing of the Past or Not? 

High School Alternate Lesson 3 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

Church teachings revealed in the Creed applies in our daily lives

Human relationships are intended to be experiences of Divine Love

Personal covenant with God

Live responsibly as fully initiated members of the Church

Discipleship is our call to holiness

The relationship between the love of God, our love of self and our love of others

The image of God is in ourselves and others

Lesson Objective 

Young People will be able to: 

1. Identify and understand why modesty is important

2. Recognize the key elements of modesty

3. Understand the connection between modesty and your Circle of Grace

4. Recognize that modesty is a healthy boundary which protects the true person

5. Recognize ways youth are pressured to not value modesty

6. Know how to respond when one is confronted with inappropriate interactions or

violations

Materials Needed 

1. What is your Modesty IQ?  Quiz for each student (see the end of the lesson)

2. Leader answer guide to the Modesty IQ quiz (see the end of the lesson)

3. Intimate Center Handout for each student (see the end of the lesson)

4. Whiteboard or chalkboard

5. Art supplies

6. Approved magazines

Sometimes young people reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in order to 

respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group environment.  If this happens, 

tell the young person, “Thank you for sharing that,  .  That sounds really important.  I will 

talk to you about that later (at the end of class, at the break, as soon as humanly possible, etc.).” 

When this happens, be sure you talk to the young person at your first opportunity and alert the 

administration. Remember that you are the responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 
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Opening Prayer: 

God, 

We ask for Your guidance and a little more: 

guidance in relationships, 

guidance in decisions, 

guidance in love, 

and guidance in worshiping You. 

Amen. 

Getting Started 
Today we are going to talk about modesty. You may be asking yourself, “how does modesty fit 

in with my Circle of Grace?” Our first activity will help us discuss this connection. 

Opening Activity: What is Your Modesty IQ? 

Option 1 ‐ Pass out the quiz to each student. Have the youth do the quiz individually and then go to the 

large group discussion section. 

Option 2 ‐ Pass out the quiz to each student. Divide the class into several groups. Have the groups 

discuss the questions on the quiz then go to the large group discussion section. 

Large Group Discussion: 

What do you think is the definition of modesty?  Allow for a few responses then provide them with 

the definition. Do you think modesty is an ancient concept? Does it have a place in our everyday 

lives? 

Allow for a few responses.  Write them on the board. 

Let’s visit about the questions on the quiz. 

The answer guide to the quiz is in the end of the lesson. Discuss each question. Prompt the youth to 

identify the correct answer and key concepts related to each question. After the discussion, proceed to the 

review. 

Review 

It is important that young people understand the relationship between the Circle of Virtue and 

the Circle of Grace. The Circle of Grace is always present and never leaves us.  Our Circle of 

Virtue is our positive response to our Circle of Grace. Let’s look at the definitions. 

Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God that always surrounds me and others. 

Circle of Virtue: Our response to the invitation of God’s grace by cultivating goodness and 

virtue in our lives. 

Modesty: How we express the knowledge of who we truly are in the eyes of God. 

Humility: Understanding of the truth of God and who we truly are; made in His image. 
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Introduction 

So what do these concepts really mean?  We are going to discuss each concept in depth. 

Give a chance for the group to respond to the questions. Write the responses on the board. 

1. Circle of Grace: God’s presence always; the in‐dwelling and out‐dwelling of the Holy Spirit.

 What are some examples of the Holy Spirit dwelling within us?

Examples: Sacraments, Gifts of the Holy Spirit, Yearning for the truth and to be loved.

 What are some examples of the Holy Spirit dwelling outside us?

Examples: Experience unconditional love and forgiveness, all good and holy

interactions/relationships.

2. Circle of Virtue: Our positive response to God’s Grace. This response springs from an

intimate relationship with God.

 What are some positive responses to God’s Grace?

Examples: A desire to know Him at a deeper level, ability to discern right from wrong, desire

to take care of His creation which includes ourselves.

 What does an intimate relationship with God look like?

Examples: One has faith in His love and forgiveness. One desires to spend time in prayer.

3. Humility: We develop humility by knowing the truth of God and who we are.

Unfortunately, humility has an unjust reputation of being bad/weak. Many view it as a

negative. Popular culture would have us believe that it is more important to be proud than

humble. Humility is actually a beautiful virtue. It is coming to a clear understanding of the

truth of God and who one truly is and that is good news!

 Give some examples of how our culture entices us to have a false sense of pride.

Examples: One has control over his/her life.  Winning and being the best becomes our god.

 Give some media examples of how someone showed a true sense of humility.

Examples: The police officer gives a homeless man some boots, TV show where the person in

charge secretly does the front line work.

4. Modesty: Because of this humility, we desire others to know us as we are created “In His

image”. 

 Give some examples of assaults on modesty in the media.

Examples: TV shows, Music Videos, Movies

 Give some examples of positive views of modesty in the media.

Examples: A football player kneels down to pray before a game. Teens raise money for a

classmate who has cancer.

Activity ‐ Intimate Center 

1. Pass out the Intimate Center Handout to each student.

2. Divide the class into four groups.

3. Each group will be assigned one of the four concepts of the handout.

4. Give each group a large piece of circular paper.  The paper should have the title of their concept on
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it as it is on the handout.  The size should correspond to the concept as it is on the handout. 

5. Each group will make a collage of their concept using art supplies, approved magazines etc.

6. Bring the groups back together and have them describe their collage. Recreate the handout

by overlaying the colleges. Have the youth give their impressions of this collection of

collages. Consider displaying it in the classroom. 

Final Discussion ‐ 

What are some ways a young person can seek help if he/she is pressured to be immodest 

or experience a violations of other personal boundaries? 

Give the youth a chance to respond to the question. Write the responses on the board. Prompt the 

following responses. 

 Listen to your gut, it is the Holy Spirit prompting you that something is wrong. Learn to 

recognize the settings and interactions that can get you into uncomfortable situations. 

Examples: There is alcohol at a party which makes you uncomfortable. Someone dares you to send a 

semi‐nude photo. A classmate wants you to join in on defaming another classmate on a social 

network site. 

 When someone pressures you, try to take yourself out of the situation. 

Example: Prepare a response to get out of difficult situations. Discuss possible responses with your 

parent or trusted adult. 

 You can free yourself from unhealthy relationships by seeking help from a trusted adult. 

 Tell someone who can help you. Talk to someone you trust – parent, 

professional, counselor, or other trusted adults. 

Closing Prayer: 

God help me slow down 

and be present to Your everlasting love. 

Help me have REAL conversations with 

You that guide and heal my brokenness. 

Cultivate in my heart Your truth 

and help me respond to Your 

Grace. 

Give me courage to reject the 

lie that You are a “distant” 

God. 

Bless me with the gift of discernment, knowing 

Your compassion and love is not relative 

but eternal. Your greatest desire from me is 

my sincere “yes”. Amen 
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What is your Modesty IQ? 
Complete the following questions. Be prepared to discuss them in the large group. 

1. The Circle of Grace is really someone’s personal

space. True False 

2. The Circle of Virtue allows someone to discern right from wrong in difficult

situations. True False 

3. Define humility:

4. Define modesty:

5. Modesty protects the “intimate center of the

person”. True False 

6. Modesty is only about the type of clothing you

wear. True False 

7. There is freedom in being

modest. True False 

8. There is nothing wrong with showing off your physical

attributes. True False 

9. What does popular culture say about modesty?

10. List 5 ways youth are pressured not to be modest:
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What is your Modesty IQ? 
Answer Guide for Leaders 

1. The Circle of Grace is really someone’s personal space.
False, Circle of Grace is much more than “personal space”. It is the love and goodness of God that always surrounds

each of us. It is space that is always shared with God who longs for an intimate relationship with each of us.

2. The Circle of Virtue allows someone to discern right from wrong  in difficult situations.
True, but it is much more. Circle of Virtue is our response to the invitation of

God’s grace by cultivating  goodness and virtue in our lives

3. Define humility: Humility is based on knowledge of the truth about God, oneself and others. The more

we truly know God, the more we realize who we truly are… each second of our lives is held in existence

by the loving hand of God.

4. Define modesty: Catechism of the Catholic Church states that modesty protects the intimate center of the

person. This intimate core holds our true divine desire to love completely (body, mind and soul) in union with God’s

will and love for us.

5. Modesty protects the “intimate center of the person”.
True, see answer 4 

6. Modesty is only about the type of clothing you wear.
False, one may think modesty is a response to outward influences such as faith, parents or culture. True modesty

stems from an inward influence. This inward influence directs our appearance and interactions with the world.  It

has a direct correlation to our relationship with God and our understanding of being made in His image. In the

image of God he created them male and female, and found it very good. (Genesis 1:27‐31)

7. There is freedom in being modest.

True. Freedom to be who you really are and not what media/culture dictates you to be.

8. There is nothing wrong with showing off your physical attributes.
False, there is nothing wrong with wanting to look your best! But highlighting or accentuating one particular part of

your body, in an immodest way, does not give honor to your true self (examples: low cut blouses, very short shirts,

shirtless or pants that hang below the waist.) You want people to remember you for who you truly are and not a

particular part of your physical appearance

9. What does popular culture say about modesty?
Its motto is “if you got it, flaunt it”. The key word is “it”. Culture deceives youth into believing that their body is

separate from who they are. It encourages them to believe the lie that what they do with their body does not have

an impact on a person. This disconnect causes them to lose sight of who they really are, a child of God.

10. List 5 ways youth are pressured not to be modest:
Write the youth’s answers on the board.
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This relationship helps us 

develop humility; knowing 

the truth of God and who 

we truly are 

Circle of Grace: 

God’s Presence 

Always 

Circle of Virtue: Our 

heart’s positive 

response to God’s 

Grace, springing from 

an intimate 

relationship with God 

Intimate Center of a Person: 

How it influences the outward expression of our true selves 

Modesty: We present ourselves 

in a way that others will know 

us as we were created “in His 

Image” 
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Opening Prayer 

God, 

We ask for Your guidance and a little more: 

guidance in relationships, 

guidance in decisions, guidance 

in love, 

and guidance in worshiping You. 

Amen 

Closing Prayer 

God help me slow down 

and be present to Your everlasting love. 

Help me have REAL conversations with You that 

guide and heal my the brokenness. 

Cultivate in my heart Your truth and help 

me respond to Your Grace. 

Give me courage to reject the lie that 

You are a “distant” God. 

Bless me with the gift of discernment, knowing 

Your compassion and love is not relative 

but eternal. 

Your greatest desire from me is 

my sincere “yes”. 

Amen 
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Tech Savvy or Tech Safe? 

High School Alternate Lesson 4 

This lesson complements the following Catholic teachings: 

 Church teaching revealed in the Creed that applies to our daily lives

 Human relationships are intended to be experiences of Divine Love

 Personal covenant with God

 Live responsibly as fully initiated members of the Church

 Discipleship is our call to holiness

 The relationship between the love of God our love of self and our love of others

 The image of God is in ourselves and others

Lesson Objective 

Young People will be able to: 

1. Identify and understand why internet/technology safety is important.

2. Recognize the key ways one can be deceived by an internet/ technological interaction.

3. Recognize ways internet/ technological interactions or internet sites can damage

ones relationship with God, self and others

4. Understand the connection between technological/internet activity and your Circle

of Grace

5. Recognize the need for healthy boundaries, when involved in technological/

internet activity.

6. Recognize ways youth are pressured to participate in questionable technological/

internet activity.

7. Know appropriate responses when one is confronted with inappropriate interactions

or violations.

Sometimes young people reveal personal information or details about incidents that, in 

order to respect confidentiality, need to be handled outside of the group environment.  

If this happens, tell the young person, “Thank you for sharing that, 

.  That sounds really important.  I will talk to you about that later (at the end of 

class, at the break, as soon as humanly possible, etc.).”  When this happens, be sure you 

talk to the young person at your first opportunity and alert the administration.  

Remember that you are the responsible reporter in cases of suspected abuse. 
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Materials Needed 

1. Tech Savvy or Tech Safe?  Quiz for each student (see the end of the lesson).

2. Leader answer guide to the Tech Savvy or Tech Safe IQ quiz for each student (see the end

of the lesson)

2. Cultivating Virtue and Blocking Virtue diagrams for each student

3. Whiteboard or chalkboard

4. Props for skits

Opening Prayer:  

God, 

We ask for Your guidance and a little more: guidance in relationships, 

guidance in decisions, guidance in love, 

and guidance in worshiping You. 

Amen. 

Getting Started 

Most American youth are tech savvy but are they tech safe? Today we are going to talk about 

being savvy and safe with technology and its many tools. These electronic tools include phones, 

tablets, internet games and computers.  Many people use their phones or computes to go to 

social networking sites, blogs, micro blogs, to play games and to send messages, photos, or 

texts.  Some of these tools use the internet and some don’t.  All of these tools can help people 

feel connected or disconnected from the world around them. Sometimes these human 

connections reflect the love of God and neighbor and sometimes they do not. 

Make a list of all the above tools mentioned above (phones, notepads, internet games, 

computers and any other ones the group identifies) on the board. Ask youth to brainstorm all 

the reasons they use these tools. List the responses under the appropriate tool, example: 

communication could be listed under all the tools. Getting information, entertainment, escape, 

or boredom may be only listed on some. Now have the youth identify positive (P) and negative 

(N) activities under each reason. Examples:

 Communication: P ‐ texting a friend who just lost their grandparent, N ‐ texting a

vulgar statement to unpopular classmate (bullying)

 Entertainment: P ‐ playing a word game on your tablet/phone, N ‐ playing a violent and

sexually explicit internet game with anonymous players

 Boredom/Escape: P ‐ You search the internet for information regarding your favorite

hobby (movies, sports, cooking), N ‐ You start chatting on a social network site with

someone you have never met. You go to a questionable site and discover pornography.

Summarize: It is important to recognize the positive and negative ways one can use technology. 

Recognizing the positive ways to use technology can assist one in using the tools more 

appropriately in the future. Recognizing the negative ways technology can be used help us 

avoid potential harm or problems in the future. 
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Opening Activity: Tech Savvy or Tech Safe? 

Option 1 ‐ Pass out the quiz to each student. Have the youth do the quiz individually and then 

go to the large group discussion section. 

Option 2 ‐ Pass out the quiz to each student. Divide the class into several groups. Have the 

groups discuss the questions on the quiz then go to the large group discussion section. 

Large Group Discussion: 

Were you surprised by any of the statistics on the quiz? Why might one communicate 

something using technology that they would not say in person? 

Allow for a few responses. Write them on the board. 

Let’s discuss the questions on the quiz. 

The answer guide to the quiz is at the end of the lesson. Discuss each question. Prompt the 

youth to identify the correct answer and key concepts related to each question. After the 

discussion proceed to the review. 

Review 

It is important that young people understand the relationship between the Circle of Virtue and 

the Circle of Grace. The Circle of Grace is always present and never leaves us.  Our Circle of 

Virtue is our positive response to our Circle of Grace and can change due to our free will. 

When we participate in negative behaviors we damage our ability to fully participate in God’s 

grace and stunt the development of virtue in our lives. 

Distribute to each student a copy of the Cultivating Virtue and Blocking Virtue Diagram found 

at the end of the lesson.  Write the definitions below on the board. 

Circle of Grace: The love and goodness of God that always surrounds us. 

Circle of Virtue: Our response to the invitation of God’s grace by cultivating goodness 

and virtue in our lives. 

Cyber Bullying: The use of the internet, cell phones or other electronic devices to send or 

post texts or images intended to hurt or embarrass another person. 

Sexting: Sexually explicit images or text sent by way of the phone. There may be legal 

consequences if one or both persons involved are minors. 

Pornography: 1:The depiction of erotic behavior (pictures or writing) intended to cause 

sexual excitement. 2: material (as books or a photograph) that depicts erotic 

behavior and is intended to cause sexual excitement 3: the depiction of acts in a 

sensational manner so as to arouse a quick intense emotional reaction, Merriam 

Webster. 

So what do these concepts really mean and how do they really connect to our relationship 

with God?
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Activity 

1. Divide the youth into two groups.

2. Give each group one of the diagrams (Cultivating Virtue and Blocking Virtue).

3. Instruct them to develop a skit to reflect aspects of the diagram. Advise the

Blocking Virtue group to portray the inappropriate behavior generally and not

include any specific inappropriate words or actions. They are encouraged to add

additional blocking behaviors to the blank arrows.  Below are a few examples.

Youth may come up with other examples.

 Example 1: A teen decides to leave a party at a friend’s house because the

group is posting cruel messages on a classmate’s social network page.

 Example 2: A teen has been going to inappropriate websites. Lately, he

has been distant from friends and family and uninterested in normal

activities. When his parents or friends ask what is wrong he gets angry or 

acts like he doesn’t care. Deep down, he thinks he may have a problem 

but is embarrassed to talk about his secret online behavior. 

4. Provide them with props for the skits.

5. Each group performs their skit for the class.
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Summarize: Ask the following questions: 

1. How can posting a cruel message (a negative/blocking behavior) damage our

relationships with others?  With God?

2. Which virtue(s) would help you walk away from a bad situation like posting cruel

messages?

3. How did going to inappropriate websites (a negative/blocking behavior) damage

the young man’s relationship with his family?  With his friends?  With God?

4. Which virtue(s) would help you avoid seeking out inappropriate websites?

5. Which virtue(s) would enable you to ask a parent or friend for help if you were

finding it difficult to stop going to inappropriate websites?

6. Do you think these situations happen in real life?

7. What are safe ways to resist participating in technological behaviors that can block

God’s grace

Allow time for various responses then post some of their responses on the board. 

Final Discussion ‐ 

1. Where or to whom can a teen go to for help if he/she is feeling pressure to participate in

technological behaviors that violate his/her personal boundaries?

2. Where or to whom can a teen go for help if he/she is feeling pressure to participate in

technological behaviors which violate another’s personal boundaries?

Allow time for various responses then post some of their responses on the board. Summarize 

and add to their responses with the following recommendations. 
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 Listen to your gut, it is the Holy Spirit prompting you that something is wrong. Learn to 

recognize the settings and interactions that can get you into uncomfortable situations. 

Listen to what your loved ones are telling you. God works through others to lead and 

protect us. 

 When someone pressures you, try to take yourself out of the situation. 

 You can free yourself from unhealthy relationships by seeking help from a trusted adult. 

 Tell someone who can help you. Talk to someone you trust – parent, professional, 

counselor, or other trusted adult. 

Closing Prayer: 

God help me slow down 

and be present to Your everlasting love. 

Help me have REAL conversations with You that 

guide and heal my brokenness. 

Cultivate in my heart Your truth and help 

me respond to Your Grace. 

Give me courage to reject the lie that 

you are a “distant” God. 

Bless me with the gift of discernment, knowing 

Your compassion and love is not relative 

but eternal. 

Your greatest desire from me is 

my sincere “yes”. 

Amen 
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Tech Savvy or Tech Safe Quiz? 

Complete the following questions. Be prepared to discuss them in the large 

group. 

1. Being “tech savvy” automatically means one is always safe when using

technology. True False 

2. An article in 2009 Journal of Adolescent Health states that 96% of teens interviewed had

internet access and 55.4 % reported they had visited a sexually explicit website.

True False 

3. According to a study cited in the Washington Post, more than 5 million teenagers

view internet pornography on a regular basis.

True False 

4. Define Objectification:

5. A 2010 Iowa State University study of more than 130,000 subjects worldwide, found that

exposure to violent video games does not have an significant effect on aggression or a

person’s ability to empathize.

True False 

6. Define Cyber Bullying:

7. 71% of teen girls and 67% of teen boys who have sent or posted sexually suggestive

content say they have sent or posted this content to a boyfriend/girlfriend.

True False 

8. 24% of all teens have been exposed to teen cyber abuse, such as being a victim,

witness, or offender of cyber abuse.

True False 

9. What does popular culture say about pornography?

10. List 5 ways youth are pressured to participate in unsafe online or electronic activity:
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Tech Savvy or Tech Safe? 

Answer Guide for Leaders 
1. Being “tech savvy” automatically means one is always safe when using technology.

False, being savvy does not mean someone is safe. Safety comes when one has the desire and ability

to discern what is moral and good. Example: One may be the best at navigating the internet and

installing new applications but believe the new person they met on the internet is who they say they

are.

2. An article in 2009 Journal of Adolescent Health states that 96% of teens interviewed had

internet access and 55.4 % reported they had visited a sexually explicit website.
True

3. According to a study cited in the Washington Post, more than 5 million teenagers view

internet pornography on a regular basis.

False, the study cites 11 million teens view internet pornography. Encourage a discussion on how

this behavior may affect their views on sexuality and intimacy in marriage

4. Define Objectification: An attitude in which women are objects rated by size, shape, and

harmony of body parts. Can women objectify men? Objectifying women/men leads to emotional

unavailability and dissatisfaction. Discuss why this is not consistent with “being made in God’s

Image”.

5. A 2010 Iowa State University study of more than 130,000 subjects worldwide, found that exposure to

violent video games does not have an significant effect on aggression or a person’s ability to empathize.

False, the study concludes that exposure to violent video games results in more aggressive, less

empathetic youths. Why do you think this behavior contributes to youth being less empathetic?

6. Define Cyber Bullying: Use of the internet, cell phone or other electronic devices to send or

post texts or images intended to hurt or embarrass another person.

7. 71% of teen girls and 67% of teen boys who have sent or posted sexually suggestive content

say they have sent or posted this content to a boyfriend/girlfriend.

True. Why do you think one would participate in this behavior that is degrading to who they really

are?

8. 24% of all teens have been exposed to teen cyber abuse, such as being a victim, witness, or

offender of cyber abuse.

False, fifty percent of all teens have been exposed to teen cyber abuse, such being a victim,

witness, or offender of cyber abuse. Why is this percentage so high? What are safe ways to

act/intervene in this destructive behavior?

9. What does popular culture say about pornography?

Encourage them to identify subtle (i.e.: T.V. shows, advertising) and the obvious (pornography

website) ways that popular culture promotes a disrespectful and degrading view of sexuality and

the human person.

10. List 5 ways youth are pressured to participate in unsafe online or electronic activity:
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Cultivating Virtue Diagram 

Circle of Grace: God’s presence always. 

The in‐dwelling and out‐dwelling of the 

Holy Spirit. 

Circle of Virtue: Our 

positive response to 

God’s Grace. This 

response springs from 

an intimate relationship 

with God. 
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Pornogra

phy 

Bullying 

Negative 

behaviors 

toward 

ourselves block 

the cultivation 

of virtue and 

diminish our 

ability to have 

an intimate 

relationship 

with God and 

receive His 

grace. 

Sexting 

Blocking Virtue Diagram 

Circle of Grace: God’s presence always. 

The in‐dwelling and out‐dwelling of the 

Holy Spirit. 
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Opening Prayer 

God, 

We ask for your guidance and a little more: guidance in 

relationships, 

guidance in decisions, guidance in 

love, 

and guidance in worshiping You. 

Amen 

Closing Prayer: 

God help me slow down 

and be present to Your everlasting love. 

Help me have REAL conversations with You that guide 

and heal my brokenness. 

Cultivate in my heart Your truth, and help me 

respond to Your Grace. 

Give me courage to reject the lie that You 

are a “distant” God. 

Bless me with the gift of discernment, knowing Your 

compassion and love is not relative 

but eternal. 

Your greatest desire from me is my 

sincere “yes”. 

Amen. 
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